Law has been trapped in a stylistic straitjacket. The Internet has revolutionized media and communications, replacing text with a dizzying array of multimedia graphics and images. Facebook hosts more than 150 billion photos. Courts spend millions on trial technology. But those innovations have barely trickled into the black-and-white world of written law. Legal treatises continue to evoke Blackstone and Kent; most legal casebooks are facsimiles of Langdell's; and legal journals resemble the Harvard Law Review circa 1887. None of these influential forms of disseminating the law has embraced—or even nodded to—modern, image-saturated communication norms. Litigants, scholars, and courts have been rebooting the same formalist templates for over a century—templates that were formed before widespread use of the camera, never mind the computer. Outside of trial, where image-driven advocacy has a long history, legal practice begins and ends with text.

But over the past five years, for the first time—unrecognized by scholars or courts—creative trial lawyers, receptive judges, and the iPhone camera are breaching these conservative bulwarks. Images are moving out of the evidentiary margins and are driving argument in litigation documents from pleadings to judicial opinions. If left unregulated, visual argument threatens fundamental premises of legal discourse and decisionmaking. Yet in comparison with law’s rich and detailed traditions for interpreting ambiguous text, lawyers and judges have few tools beyond common sense with which to ameliorate the interpretive risks of visual persuasion. “I know it when I see it” is not merely an aphorism; it is the reigning interpretive canon for images in law.

This Article, the first comprehensive scholarly treatment of images in written legal argument, identifies and critiques the nascent phenomenon of multimedia written advocacy as a vital, if potentially problematic, element of a lawyer’s toolbox. It argues that despite substantial risks, the profession should cautiously embrace the communicative power of multimedia writing. It concludes by offering concrete suggestions for the fair regulation of multimedia persuasion, including two foundational canons of visual interpretation—the basis for developing new traditions for integrating images into written advocacy.
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INTRODUCTION

Last Term the Supreme Court decided a rather dry yet important case involving interpretation of the Fair Labor Standards Act. In essence, the question before the Court in Sandifer v. United States Steel Corp. was whether workers donning certain items—including a hardhat, wristlets, a “snood,” earplugs, safety glasses, steel-toed boots, a respirator, and flame-retardant pants and top—were “changing clothes.” If what workers were doing was “changing clothes,” the Act did not mandate that employers pay salary for that time. In contrast, if the workers were doing something other than “changing clothes”—for example, “donning gear”—the Act arguably mandated compensation. Judge Richard Posner’s opinion for the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals held that the

2. Id. at 874–75.
3. Id. at 875–76.
items were indeed “clothes.” The centerpiece of his analysis is unusual, particularly for a statutory-interpretation case: a quite large (approximately three-inch by six-inch) color photograph of, as Posner described it, “a man modeling the clothes.”

4. See Sandifer v. U.S. Steel Corp. (Sandifer I), 678 F.3d 590, 594 (7th Cir. 2012) (holding items at issue qualify as both “personal protective equipment” and “clothing”), aff’d, 134 S. Ct. 870.
5. Id. at 592–93.
The image is not an afterthought relegated to an appendix, but instead is an integral, indeed central, aspect of the statutory analysis.\(^7\) Also noteworthy, the image is not taken from the case record on appeal. In fact, it appears to have been conceived of, staged, created, curated (assuming there were multiple photos taken and only one was selected), and edited by someone in Judge Posner’s chambers. The model, who looks suspiciously like a law clerk,\(^8\) is wearing only some, but not all, of the equipment at issue: His jaunty air of fashion might have been tarnished had he been wearing the leggings and wristlets also in contention, or perhaps the respirator. The image’s background also enhances Judge Posner’s analysis. Instead of standing amid the sparks and flames of a steelworks, Judge Posner’s model leans against what appears to be a (flameproof?) chambers door. What is presented in the Seventh Circuit’s opinion as a neutral depiction of evidence—a complete picture—is in fact a purposefully crafted visual argument, subtly but persuasively advancing Judge Posner’s interpretation of the Fair Labor Standards Act. And his strategy seems to have been effective. In the opening moments of oral argument in the Supreme Court, Justice Ginsburg made her views plain, stating, “[F]rom the picture, that looks like clothes to me.”\(^9\) Recently, a unanimous Court decided the case against the workers.\(^10\)

If the photo in *Sandifer I* seems unusual in a court document, it should. Tradition governs every aspect of a court opinion, from structure and content to citations and font. And according to that tradition—which in large part predates the camera, never mind the computer—images have a peripheral or, more typically, nonexistent role.\(^11\) Law has been trapped in a stylistic straitjacket. The Internet has revolutionized media and communications, replacing text with a dizzying array of multimedia graphics and images. Facebook hosts over 150 billion photos.\(^12\) Courts spend tens of millions of dollars each year installing and main-

---

7. Id. at 592 (noting “picture is worth a thousand words”).
10. *Sandifer II*, 134 S. Ct. at 877 (“We see no basis for the proposition that the unmodified term ‘clothes’ somehow omits protective clothing.”).
taining trial technology. But those innovations have barely trickled into the black-and-white world of written law. Legal treatises continue to evoke Blackstone and Kent; most legal casebooks are facsimiles of Langdell’s; and legal journals resemble the Harvard Law Review circa 1887. None of these influential forms of disseminating the law has embraced—or even nodded to—modern, image-saturated communication norms. Lawyers and courts routinely confront visual questions, such as whether the government must release photographs and videotapes documenting abuse of detainees in Guantanamo Bay; whether the state can ban cross-burning; and what restrictions a state may place on the display of gruesome abortion photos outside an abortion clinic. But courts, scholars, and practitioners analyze such image-centered disputes within a tradition-bound framework—a framework in which the alleged objectivity of text literally papers over the emotion-laden visual subjects in dispute. Images are associated with emotion and irrationality. Written law resists that irrationality by subjecting the photos, the flame, and the fetus to a unifying, detached, linear, black-and-white medium of analysis. For the most part, Lady Justice has remained blind.

Perhaps the greatest symbol of such blindness has been the routine deletion of images from legal documents other than judicial opinions on Westlaw and LexisNexis. These databases, which in key respects define legal reality for many lawyers, do not allow image searches. To the contrary, until quite recently they have routinely elided many of the few images that did appear in legal documents, replacing them with a textual notation: “TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE.” This all-caps, impersonal dismissal of all


17. See Rebecca Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words: The Images of Copyright, 125 Harv. L. Rev. 683, 694 (2012) [hereinafter Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words] (“Images seem especially dangerous because their power is irrational.”).

18. See Edward Tufte, Beautiful Evidence 94 (2006) [hereinafter Tufte, Beautiful] (“In American courts, the standard format for legal documents yields thin information densities (is productivity measured by the page?) induced by excessively leaded-out type.”).

things visual is a metaphor for the neglect of images more broadly in our conception and practice of written law, whether that writing is scholarly or part of practice. But databases’ refusal to display images is not only a metaphor: It is also a real injury. Deletion impoverishes works that contain or analyze images.\(^{20}\) It also prevents us from noticing the increasing role that images are beginning to play in litigation outside of trial. Image-driven written argument represents a sea change in legal discourse, yet thus far we typically do not see it, and we fail to notice it when we do.

Yet change is here. Over the past few years—almost entirely unacknowledged by scholars or courts—creative trial lawyers, receptive judges, and the iPhone camera have begun breaching conservative stylistic bulwarks. Thanks to a range of technological and cultural transformations, images are moving out of the evidentiary margins and are driving argument in litigation documents from pleadings to judicial opinions. Images feature in bare-bones complaints and in Supreme Court briefs, in civil cases and in criminal. Some images come from the case record; others, as in \textit{Sandifer I}, are created by courts; still others are simply copied off the Internet. In these contexts, images do not merely replace text: They work with text to create a new multimedia legal discourse. And a range of new legal-research tools promises to harness the intuitive power of visual information in order to optimize our understanding of law—for example, by using mapping or other visual tools to show the link between one legal authority and others.\(^{21}\) Even traditional legal databases are beginning to respond to this more visual written jurisprudence. In addition to printing images that appear in judicial opinions, Westlaw now includes Portable Document Format (PDF) copies of many filings, which contain any original images. Law is defined—in

\(20\). For a particularly galling example, see, e.g., Lee Anne Fennell, Picturing Takings, 88 Notre Dame L. Rev. 57, 60 (2012). Fennell uses self-created diagrams to illuminate theoretical connections and boundaries in takings jurisprudence. In the absence of her diagrams, her article loses not only significant content, but almost all of its meaning. For another example, compare the originally published version of Tushnet’s article critiquing copyright’s attention to images with the version of the article reprinted in Westlaw with all images omitted. Compare, e.g., Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words, supra note 17, at 687, 718, 720, 722, 725, 748 (print version), with id., available at Westlaw, 125 HVLR 685, *687, *718, *720, *722, *725, *748 (on file with the \textit{Columbia Law Review} (online version) (replacing images with notation “TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE”).

ways both positive and negative—by its form.22 We are on the cusp of an analytic shift toward a more vibrant, yet potentially troubling, visual legal discourse. Years before the advent of the digital camera, Susan Sontag said, “Today everything exists to end in a photograph.”23 In the near future, many such photographs will exist to end in a legal document.

Unless courts specifically prohibit it, multimedia written advocacy will become the norm.24 To rising generations of young lawyers, images are the vernacular of modern communication. Even long-tenured judges—many of whom now rely on image-friendly tablets to read court papers—are newly receptive to visual written argument.25 In fact, embedded images are only the beginning: Technological advances have opened the door to integrating video, audio, and other technology into briefs or opinions. A quick glance at the New York Times—which published its first front-page color photograph only in 1997—demonstrates the extent to which digital technology has transformed other tradition-bound print media. Today the Times website is a pulsing quilt of video and interactive graphics.26 Recently MIT’s Media Lab even showcased a “wearable and immersive” book, aptly titled The Girl Who Was Plugged In.27 Many of these innovations can and will contribute to new forms of multimedia legal

22. See Collins & Skover, supra note 11, at 509 (“In important ways, law is the product of its methods of creation, transmission, and execution.”). See generally M. Ethan Katsh, The Electronic Media and the Transformation of Law 3 (1989) [hereinafter Katsh, Electronic Media] (arguing broad changes in law are tied to appearance of “new methods of storing, processing, and communicating information”).


24. Cf. Allison Orr Larsen, Confronting Supreme Court Fact Finding, 98 Va. L. Rev. 1255, 1290 (2012) (assuming “digital revolution and the dramatic change in the way we access information mean in-house fact finding will only increase over time”).


writing. Litigants, scholars, and courts have been rebooting the same formalist templates for over a century—templates that were formed before widespread use of the camera, never mind the computer. But in the words of Margaret Hagan, who leads the newly launched Program for Legal Technology & Design at the Stanford Design School, “We are having a visual moment.”

There are enormous potential upsides to disrupting legal discourse in ways that capture the power of visuality. Images are efficient, accessible, and memorable. Multimedia legal argument may assist courts, litigants, and scholars to convey complex scientific, technical, or abstract information. They also engage readers, particularly twenty-first-century readers, to whom legal writing is a vast black-and-white desert. Yet visual written argument also poses dangers to the structure and substance of legal decisionmaking. This Article focuses on three of the foremost dangers of unregulated visual advocacy: the danger that implicit biases and naïve realism—the belief that an image represents a transparent window into a single truth—will infect judges’ decisions; the risk that images will warp the allocation of decisionmaking power between the judge and jury, and between appellate courts and trial courts; and finally, the risk that images will vitiate legal discourse by sacrificing depth for flash—turning legal arguments into memes.

This Article argues that none of these problems is insurmountable. Because we don’t take images seriously, however, we currently lack tools to deal with these risks. To take the most basic example, written advocacy is characterized by a host of formal rules intended to make legal pleadings and briefs readable and to create procedural equity among parties. These rules govern everything from font size to the requirement that litigants cite controlling precedent. Lawyers and judges care about these things. There are vigorous debates about such seeming minutiae as the number of spaces that should come after a period, or the value

28. Ambrogi, supra note 21, at 37.
29. Cf. Edward Tufte, Envisioning Information 9 (1990) [hereinafter Tufte, Envisioning] (“How are we to represent the rich visual world of experience and measurement on mere Flatland?”).
30. See Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words, supra note 17, at 688 (“Courts don’t take images seriously, and have few tools to deal with them . . . .
31. See id. at 713 (“Typeface and font are important to understanding and even shaping meaning . . . .”); see also, e.g., Seventh Circuit, Requirements and Suggestions for Typography in Briefs and Other Papers 2–5, available at http://www.ca7.uscourts.gov/rules/type.pdf (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (last visited Aug. 11, 2014) (advising lawyers to use serif type, single space after period, and smart quotes).
In contrast, there are few if any rules governing the appropriate use of images in legal documents, and there is no debate about them. Only one federal procedural rule contemplates use of images in legal briefs—Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 32—and the relevant portion of that rule has not been subject to even a single recorded case of judicial interpretation. Yet embedded images raise serious theoretical and practical questions in legal documents, just as text does. On a theoretical level, image-driven written argument threatens the factfinding role of the jury by placing the facts—seemingly "the truth"—before a judge at an early and potentially dispositive state of litigation. The same influence of images may cause appellate courts to reduce their deference to trial court or jury findings. On a practical level, we have little guidance on the appropriate form or function of images in legal documents. Is it appropriate to edit a digital image before embedding it into a pleading by removing red-eye? Heightening color contrast? Or using Photoshop to remove an obstructing object or shadow? If yes, must that be disclosed, and when? May parties embed staged photos into their briefs, as Judge Posner staged his photo in *Sandifer I*? Again, must that be disclosed? How might an embedded video affect a page limit? Photojournalists have detailed codes of conduct answering many of these questions. Outside of trial, however—where rules of evidence might provide some answers—law has none.

We also lack rules to mitigate the interpretive risks associated with images. Lawyers are trained to be attuned to the way that a particular

---


34. See Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(1)(C) ("Photographs, illustrations, and tables may be reproduced by any method that results in a good copy of the original . . . .").


36. See Christopher J. Buccafusco, Gaining/Losing Perspective on the Law, or Keeping Visual Evidence in Perspective, 58 U. Miami L. Rev. 609, 622 (2004) (“Before digital images or animations may be admitted into evidence, they must be made available during pre-trial discovery, properly authenticated, and submitted to an inquiry concerning their logical and legal relevance.”).
word or a subtle shift in a sentence’s emphasis can influence or even alter a reader’s understanding. Yet in the realm of visual argument, lawyers are laypeople. Visual literacy is not part of legal education or training, and no canons exist to provide lawyers with rules of thumb in the skeptical interpretation of multimedia legal argument. In comparison with law’s rich traditions for and debates about interpreting ambiguous text, lawyers and judges have few tools beyond common sense with which to ameliorate the interpretive risks of visual persuasion. In the visual realm, we lack the institutionalized skepticism that defines legal education and legal practice. Justice Ginsburg’s simple comment in *Sandifer II*—“that looks like clothes to me”—captures the essence of law’s current approach to images. “I know it when I see it” is not merely an aphorism: It’s the reigning, if not sole, canon of visual interpretation in law.

Compounding these concerns, currently there is very little awareness of the need to develop rules and traditions for regulating images in legal documents. Over two decades ago, Ronald Collins and David Skover argued eloquently that the digital age would transform legal discourse—but their focus was on trial-related technology, such as videotaped proceedings and day-in-the-life videos. Similarly, in 1995 M. Ethan Katsh predicted that digital culture would transform written law, but Katsh was ahead of his time and his prescient vision drew only lukewarm contemporaneous response. More recently scholars have devoted significant attention to the influence of visual technology on law, but almost invariably these analyses have centered on trial—the traditional...

---

37. See Richard K. Sherwin, Neal Feigenson & Christina Spiesel, Law in the Digital Age: How Visual Communication Technologies Are Transforming the Practice, Theory, and Teaching of Law, 12 B.U. J. Sci. & Tech. L. 227, 267 (2006) [hereinafter Sherwin et al., Law in the Digital Age] (“[R]etooling the legal mind so that it may be better adapted to function effectively in a legal (and popular) culture transformed by new communication technologies constitutes the most pressing challenge before the legal academy today.”).

38. Transcript of Oral Argument, supra note 9, at 5.


40. See M. Ethan Katsh, Law in a Digital World 145 (1995) [hereinafter Katsh, Digital World] (“[W]hat is perhaps most important to understand is that there will be ongoing pressures from the computer for law to accommodate itself to the visual and to employ new means to communicate.”); see also Eugene Volokh, Technology and the Future of Law, 47 Stan. L. Rev. 1375, 1391 (1995) (reviewing Katsh, Digital World, supra) [hereinafter Volokh, Technology] (concluding Katsh had not demonstrated “emergence of ‘a more visual model of law’” (quoting Katsh, Digital World, supra, at 152)).
In addition, led by Rebecca Tushnet’s incisive critique of copyright’s inadequate treatment of the visual, scholars have begun to analyze the impact of the visual on specific doctrinal areas. Other than a smattering of pieces analyzing the role of images in Supreme Court opinions, however, there has been no scholarly recognition of the nascent phenomenon of images as engines of written legal argument. The Supreme Court’s 2007 opinion in *Scott v. Harris*, in which the Court included a link to the police dashboard video on which it based its decision, brought a hailstorm of scholarly attention. But


42. See Tushnet, *Worth a Thousand Words*, supra note 17, at 684–85 (criticizing copyright’s incoherent analysis of images).


44. See Hampton Dellinger, *Words Are Enough: The Troublesome Use of Photographs, Maps, and Other Images in Supreme Court Opinions*, 110 Harv. L. Rev. 1704, 1707–10 (1997) (considering Supreme Court opinions in which photograph, map, replica, or reproduction is attached); Nancy S. Marder, *The Court and the Visual: Images and Artifacts in U.S. Supreme Court Opinions*, 88 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 331, 331–33 (2013) (arguing in favor of cautiously including images in Supreme Court opinions). Federal District Court Judge William Smith has written a thoughtful essay discussing his use of technology, including in judicial opinions. See Smith, *Judicial Opinions*, supra note 13, at 7. Notably, however, Judge Smith consciously avoids “wad[ing] into the substantive law debate” raised by this use of images. Id. at 8.

despite that intense focus, few in the legal community have recognized *Scott* as a symbol of a broad new role for images in written law.\(^4^6\) A recent book on law and the technologies of communication, Peter Tiersma’s *Parchment, Paper, Pixels*, barely mentions the existence of visual law.\(^4^7\) Thus far, legal scholars—like the law more broadly—have overlooked multimedia written advocacy.

This Article, the first comprehensive scholarly treatment of image-driven written advocacy, seeks to fill that scholarly gap. It has two goals. The first is to describe and establish the emerging phenomenon of image-driven written argument. Advancing that descriptive goal, Part I briefly explains the cultural and technological reasons for the law’s historical and current resistance to visual communication, as well as why technological developments—particularly over the past five years—have opened a new era of multimedia legal writing. Part II describes this visual vanguard of written law, offering a range of specific examples of the effective use of images in litigation documents, from pleadings to judicial opinions. It also describes possible future developments.

The second goal is to critique image-driven advocacy and offer initial suggestions for ways that courts and scholars might begin to develop traditions for regulating images in this new context. Advancing that goal, Part III draws on cognitive-science and marketing scholarship to explain why multimedia written advocacy makes a difference—why it is not merely a rhetorical flourish. It analyzes the risks and benefits of images in pleadings, briefs, and judicial opinions, and explains the reasons why current procedural, evidentiary, and interpretive rules are insufficient for ensuring fairness and clarity in this new visual context. Part IV concludes by arguing that, despite these risks, there are good reasons for the profession to embrace visual tools of persuasion, if we do so with caution. The time is ripe for scholars, courts, and practitioners to reboot longstanding templates in order to facilitate more effective, efficient dissemination of legal thought. In any event, recent experience proves that some change is inevitable: Unless courts explicitly prohibit it, litigants are already adopting multimedia advocacy techniques. As a corollary, however, the legal profession must develop consistent strategies to treat images with the interpretive sophistication with which it approaches textual analysis.

Toward that end, this Article offers suggestions for the development of


court rules regulating images, as well as two initial canons of visual interpretation to govern the use of images in written legal arguments.

I. THE RISE OF VISUAL PERSUASION

People now see more images in a day than our ancestors would have seen in their lives; over 3.5 trillion photos have been taken, and there are ubiquitous tools for sharing such photos.\(^{48}\) Few of those images come from or end up in legal documents, however. Words, not images, are a lawyer’s most essential tool. From plausible pleadings to fractured Supreme Court opinions, from reams of discovery documents to piles of due diligence, text defines the profession. For the most part, the visual comes into the law only in the guise of metaphor, or in a textual description of a religious symbol, a sonogram image, or a picture at the heart of a copyright dispute.\(^{49}\) But that does not mean text must be the sole medium for disseminating legal ideas. Visual evidence has been a “taken-for-granted form of proof” in trial practice for well over a century, and extensive research has proven its capacity to efficiently and powerfully convey even complex information.\(^{50}\) Moreover, other professions whose stock-in-trade is words, including journalism, medicine, and business, have embraced multimedia communications in order to reach newly tech-savvy audiences.

Meanwhile, although trial practice is at the forefront of digital communication, conventional norms of written legal expression have remained static for decades; indeed, many of their roots date back centuries. Legal briefs from 1967 or 1997 look practically identical to typical briefs filed today. Supreme Court opinions are growing longer but

---

\(^{48}\) See Feigenson & Spiesel, supra note 41, at 14 (stating, due to modern technological advances, “person in contemporary culture sees more constructed images in a day than someone living a few centuries ago did in a lifetime”); see also Price, supra note 12 (stating as of 2011 3.5 trillion photos had been taken, and noting in 2011 people took four times the number of photos they took a decade earlier).


\(^{50}\) Jennifer Mnookin, The Image of Truth: Photographic Evidence and the Power of Analogy, 10 Yale J.L. & Human. 1, 5 (1998) [hereinafter Mnookin, Image of Truth]; see also infra Part III.
otherwise remain faithful copies of their predecessors. 51 “Learned” lower court opinions follow the same form, which means—as Judge Posner observes—“no pictures!” 52 Constrained by cost and tradition, casebooks generally follow the blueprint established by Christopher Columbus Langdell in the late 1800s. With rare and recent exceptions, casebooks’ illustrations are limited to black-and-white images of long-dead jurists, perhaps wearing appropriately authoritative wigs. 53 And legal scholarship consists predominantly of long blocks of text, perhaps broken up by an occasional table or graph. While technology—including research databases, electronic filing, and email—has yielded undeniable efficiencies in the legal profession, these efficiencies have served primarily to reinforce, rather than revolutionize, long-established modes of text-centered legal discourse. Just as some auto buyers use hybrid technology to justify the purchase of a 5,000-pound SUV rather than a 2,000-pound Honda Civic, lawyers, judges, and legal scholars have largely harnessed new digital technology to create more and longer textual documents, rather than to communicate the law in a new, denser, and potentially more powerful manner.

This Part describes the enormous analytical shift to a more visual jurisprudence—one that embraces the new reading and communication techniques of the digital era. Section A traces the roots of our logocentric legal discourse. Section B explains why those barriers have persisted until very recently, even as other professions—and trial practice—began to adopt the visual language of the digital age. Section C concludes by describing very recent transformations in communications technology and in literacy patterns that have—finally—opened the way to a more visual approach to written law, through visual legal briefs, illustrated judicial opinions, and a more visual approach to legal scholarship.

51. See Ryan C. Black & James F. Spriggs II, An Empirical Analysis of the Length of U.S. Supreme Court Opinions, 45 Hous. L. Rev. 621, 634 (2008) (“While the median length of the Court’s majority opinions hovered around 763 words for the first twenty years of its existence, the same quantity more than quintupled to 4,250 words for the most recent twenty-year period.”).


A. The Nineteenth-Century Templates of Modern Written Advocacy

There have been dramatic substantive upheavals in American law over the last century. One of those upheavals involved the integration of photographs and other visual evidence into trial practice beginning in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Despite this turn toward the visual at trial, however, in significant ways our templates for written legal expression—including litigation documents, treatises, textbooks, and legal scholarship—have remained stable since before the snapshot (never mind Snapchat) came into existence. Our models for written legal argument were formed under the influence of a tightly coiled braid of cost, technology, and culture during or before the nineteenth century. Those factors converged to create a resilient legal discourse that was—and has remained—almost exclusively print based.

The most obvious reason for the disregard of images in early legal writing is simple: a lack of photographic images. Before the camera was invented in the mid-nineteenth century, it would have been impossible to include a photographic image in a legal document. The camera became an established technology in the decade after the Civil War, but in many ways the original device bears little resemblance to its modern counterparts. Early cameras were bulky affairs.

Adding a further layer of difficulty, camera film only became relatively affordable and easy to develop in the 1880s—up until that time most cameras were operated by professional photographers. The vast majority of nineteenth-century photographs were staged portraits, scenic landscapes, or urban scenes, which typically had limited utility in legal disputes. On rare occasions, photographs did capture material ripe for use in lawsuits, and by the second half of the nineteenth century, lawyers began to use photographic images as forms of direct or demonstrative

54. See Mnookin, Image of Truth, supra note 50, at 3–4 (describing “more than 125 years of photography’s sustained legal use”).

55. See id. at 8–14 (describing limited early American use of photographs as demonstrative evidence at trial and noting link with “history of photographic technologies”).

56. See Risto Sarvas & David M. Frohlich, From Snapshots to Social Media—The Changing Picture of Domestic Photography 20 (2011) (describing emergence of amateur “snapshot photography” starting with Kodak in 1888). The predecessor to the camera, the daguerreotype—named after its inventor, Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre—was made public in France by the French government in 1839. See Naomi Rosenblum, A World History of Photography 18 (4th ed. 2007) (explaining King Louis Philippe donated process to French public, though British subjects were required to pay license fee to Daguerre). But while it was widely heralded as an innovation, it produced relatively few images. “Daguerreotypes had to be exposed to light for 10–15 min[utes] to get a photograph, the final picture was easily damaged, and the mercury fumes required in the process were unhealthy.” Sarvas & Frohlich, supra, at 26.

57. See Sarvas & Frohlich, supra note 56, at 31–32 (describing contours of early photography business); Mnookin, Image of Truth, supra note 50, at 7–8 (arguing by 1860 there was “thriving photographic industry”).
evidence in trial. One commentator in 1871 observed that “as a witness in the courts of justice, photography is constantly employed in detecting forgery, revealing perjury, and in telling the truth.” And there are examples of a party filing a legal brief accompanied by a photograph. But images could not and did not compete with print in the nineteenth century: There was not yet such thing as a snapshot. The primacy of print over images in legal writing was reinforced by the invention of the typewriter, which swept through the nation’s law offices beginning in the mid-1870s. Financed and promoted by lawyer James Densmore, the typewriter dramatically increased the speed at which textual legal documents could be produced.

Cost was an equally powerful barrier to illustrated legal argument during the nineteenth century. After all, even before the invention of the camera, lawyers used diagrams, maps, and other visuals in the courtroom; theoretically it would have been possible to include such visual aids in legal documents too. In his biography of George Washington, John Marshall had an entire separate volume, an *Atlas*, of “plans and charts of those parts of the country which were the scenes of the most important events during the War.” In a letter to his publisher Marshall stated, “In a history of military transactions, plans or cutts [sic] are of vast importance . . . . [They] of course wou[l]d contribute much to the satisfaction of the reader.” In fact, Marshall’s *Atlas* swallowed up the publisher’s potential profit.

58. See Luco v. United States, 64 U.S. (23 How.) 515, 516 (1860) (describing as “remarkable” that witness at trial, a photographer, had “attached to his deposition photographs of original documents”).
59. Mnookin, Image of Truth, supra note 50, at 11 (quoting Some of the Modern Appliances of Photography, 1 Photographic Times 33, 34 (1871)).
62. See Mnookin, Image of Truth, supra note 50, at 5 (describing “maps and surveys in land dispute cases, or drawings and diagrams in patent cases” as early forms of visual evidence).
65. See id. (noting “Marshall persisted and Wayne was stuck with performing on the
In his official capacity as head of the federal judiciary, Marshall could not have afforded the luxury of satisfying the reader’s visual appetite even had he wanted to do so. During his time as Chief Justice, the Reporters of Decisions (William Cranch, Henry Wheaton, and Richard Peters) were private entrepreneurs, not government bureaucrats, and publishing the *U.S. Reports* was barely profitable. In this context, it is hardly surprising that there was a near total absence of maps, diagrams, or other illustrations in early Supreme Court opinions. Under Marshall, only two decisions contained visuals of any kind, and both were simple, typographic replications of financial documents—one a lottery ticket and the other a bank check. Marshall’s omission of illustrations from Court opinions, rather than his enthusiastic endorsement of them in his private scholarship, set the tone for the judicial opinions issued during Marshall’s tenure, even after court reporting became “in part a creature of government” in 1817.

This was true even where the subject of a decision might seem to have invited inclusion of an image. For example, in *Luco v. United States*, the Court, in ruling on the validity of a land grant, relied on the justices’ own visual comparison—“evidence ‘oculis subjecta fidelibus’”—of a photograph of the document in question (which they found a forgery) with similar undisputedly valid documents. The Court did not attach copies of the photographs to its opinion to give readers an opportunity to see the alleged disparities with their own eyes.

State-court opinions were similarly black-and-white, text-bound affairs. As with the *U.S. Reports*, early state reports were published by private entrepreneurs. It was only toward the end of the nineteenth century that all states had reporters of decisions, and even then many states only reported decisions of their highest court. As was the case in the Supreme Court, there were rare examples of visual artifacts in opinions. Judge Cardozo once included a replica of a bill of lading in a decision in a contract suit about the delivery of a quantity of potatoes. And the

---

66. See id. at 448 (describing Reporters of Decisions during Marshall’s tenure).
68. Davies, supra note 63, at 448–49.
69. See 64 U.S. (23 How.) 515, 541 (1859) (“We have ourselves been able to compare these signatures by means of photographic copies, and fully concur (from evidence ‘oculis subjecta fidelibus’) that the seal and the signatures of Pico on this instrument are forgeries.”).
The Supreme Court of Alabama included in one opinion a diagram of lands in a property dispute. But these black-and-white, typographic replicas were made using the traditional printer’s tools, and in any event they were so rare as to escape all extant contemporaneous judicial or scholarly commentary.

Culture, inextricably intertwined with cost and technology, was the most potent barrier to visual jurisprudence. By the eighteenth century, English law was indelibly linked to print. As Collins and Skover point out in their history of law’s evolution from orality to text, the print-based form of these works was an essential aspect of their authoritative role: “The typographic word enhances all of the values associated with the supremacy of law—uniformity, predictability, universality, and analytical applicability of printed commands. With its systematic categories and abstract concepts, typographic law emphasizes detached and logical analysis.”

British legal treatises were the embodiment of these values, and early American legal treatises adhered to the form and structure established by the great British authorities, who retained enormous influence in the new country. The first homegrown American works, such as Zephaniah Swift’s *System of the Law of Connecticut* and Kent’s *Commentaries on American Law*, emulated the black-letter, authoritative tone that characterized Coke’s *Institutes* and Blackstone’s *Commentaries*. Their goal was to “promote[,] the comforting ideal of a logical, symmetrical, and most important, inexorable system of law.” Under the strong influence of this conception of law, it is highly unlikely that Marshall would have illustrated the Supreme Court’s opinions even had the funds been available. One scholar has characterized Marshall as the “preeminent example of [the] Typographic Man—detached, analytical, devoted to logic . . . .”

After the Civil War, the rise of legal formalism, which conceived of law as a “science,” reinforced typographic values. Formalism “was designed to separate politics from law, subjectivity from objectivity, and laymen’s reasoning from professional reasoning.” Formalist litigation culture valued universal criteria over unique facts, judges over juries. The development of the modern law school at the turn of the twentieth

74. See, e.g., Entick v. Carrington, (1765) 95 Eng. Rep. 807 (K.B.) 817; 2 Wils. K.B. 275, 291 (Pratt, J.) (“[I]f this is law it would be found in our books . . . .”).
75. Collins & Skover, supra note 11, at 534.
76. Horwitz, supra note 71, at 258.
78. Horwitz, supra note 71, at 257.
79. See Collins & Skover, supra note 11, at 533 (“To succeed, such criteria cannot be too fact-dependent, because precedent and the rule of law command that such criteria be applied universally, in ways that transcend individual experience.”).
century enshrined this formalist, typographic mode of legal analysis as the preeminent standard of the profession. The single greatest contributor to this transformation was Christopher Columbus Langdell. Langdell—the oft-underestimated first dean of the Harvard Law School—was a writer’s lawyer. During his years in practice, Langdell disliked “grand style” trial and oral advocacy, preferring the quiet detachment of drafting and brief writing. At Harvard he established a deeply formalist law-school curriculum that adhered to his values, privileging writing over speaking, law over facts. He also established a law library, creating a specialized space for quiet, formalized legal thought.

Langdell’s formalist law-school curriculum has proven to be remarkably, almost preternaturally, resilient. Langdell’s casebooks and inductive pedagogy reflected and perpetuated his focus on logic, consistency, and a “scientific” analysis of precedent and legal rules. Not surprisingly, these revolutionary casebooks prioritized black-letter law and cases; none were illustrated. We have Langdell to thank not only for the casebook method but also for the three-year, relatively standardized law-school curriculum, for merit-based admissions, and for the use of written examinations as the primary—if not sole—mode of assessment. The sharp divide between written law and oral advocacy, between law and facts, tended to relegate images to the courtroom.

Despite this sharp Langdellian divide, courts did on rare occasions incorporate images into their opinions, to great effect. For example, Appleby v. City of New York concerned the ability of deed holders to fill in river lots by creating wharves and other structures. In setting forth the problem, the Supreme Court included (and West’s Supreme Court Reporter embedded) a map of one of the deeded areas:


81. See W. Burlette Carter, Reconstructing Langdell, 32 Ga. L. Rev. 1, 27 (1997) (describing how Langdell “initiated the employment of a permanent librarian, secured new additions to the collection, including new reporters, and took steps to prevent the collections from theft”).

82. See, e.g., Christopher Columbus Langdell, Selection of Cases on the Law of Contracts (1871) (containing no illustrations).


84. 46 S. Ct. 569, 569–70 (1926) (describing Appleby’s deed with New York City).
The long, narrow excerpt of the deed map fits elegantly within the margins of the *Supreme Court Reporter*, giving visual interest while also showing the changes in the high-water mark in response to evolving city policies. This simple use of visual information could in theory have
inspired a trend toward embedded images in legal documents. Yet such a foray into nontextual presentation of information was, and until recently has remained, unusual. Due to its ubiquitous presence in civil procedure courses, the replication of the cruise ticket following Justice Stevens’ dissent in *Carnival Cruise Lines, Inc. v. Shute* is perhaps the most famous Supreme Court visual.\(^\text{86}\)

---

87. Id.
And yet that ticket—blurry and relegated to the appendix—carries far less visual impact than the map in *Appleby* and is now sometimes edited out by casebook authors. After all, it is the fine print on the back
of the ticket (also replicated in the appendix) that primarily concerned Justice Stevens.90

Judicial opinions and legal documents were not the only forms of written law to eschew visual communication. Langdell’s formalism also permeated legal scholarship, which was, and remains, overwhelmingly typographic. While he was dean, a group of six students calling themselves “the Langdell Society” inaugurated the *Harvard Law Review*, the nation’s first successful student-run journal.91 Beginning with its 1887 volume the *Review* reflected and disseminated Langdell’s formalist educational and legal beliefs. (And not only in an indirect fashion: Langdell ultimately published twenty-seven articles in the *Review.*92) The first photographic image in that journal—a formal portrait of the then-new Harvard Law School building—appeared in 1907.93 While the *Review* occasionally dedicated volumes to prominent jurists, whose portraits would appear inside the front cover, images were almost never used to illustrate or support scholarly arguments.94 The same was true for other American law journals.

On the rare occasions where journals did include images, they were startlingly effective. For example, in 1923 Charles Warren published an article on the history of the Judiciary Act of 1789 in the *Harvard Law Review*.95 Both figuratively and literally, the centerpiece of Warren’s article was a “photostat copy” of a handwritten draft of the statute Warren discovered in the National Archives.96

90. See *Carnival Cruise Lines*, 499 U.S. at 597 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (stating he had appended facsimile of document “using the type size that actually appears in the ticket itself” to show “only the most meticulous passenger is likely to become aware of the [provision at issue]”).


92. Id. at 778.

93. See G. Phillip Wardner, Enforcement of a Right of Action Required Under Foreign Law for Death upon the High Seas, Pt. II, 21 Harv. L. Rev. 75, unnumbered page between 75 and 76 (1907) (displaying image of Langdell Hall).

94. See, e.g., Joseph H. Beale, Tribute to Jens Iverson Westengard, 32 Harv. L. Rev. 93, unnumbered page preceding 93 (1918) (displaying portrait of Jens Westengard); Roscoe Pound, Justice Holmes’s Contributions to the Science of Law, 34 Harv. L. Rev. 449, unnumbered page between 449 and 450 (1921) (displaying portrait of Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.).


96. See id. at 85–88 (discussing and displaying image of original draft of Judiciary Act of 1789). Photostat machines, first produced in 1908, were the earliest version of what decades later became photocopiers.
The embedded image showed a marked-up draft of the Act with rewrites supporting Warren’s argument that the drafters of the Act intended it to encompass decisional as well as statutory law. It showed the thought process of the Act’s drafters in a way that mere description could not. Warren’s historical analysis was cited as a deciding factor in the Supreme Court’s watershed 1938 decision interpreting the Act in *Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins*. Such visual argument was incredibly rare, however. The vast majority of legal scholarship was, and remains, exclusively textual.

As one commentator notes, “Langdell’s personal trajectory serves as an example of the significant shift in litigation from trials based on principles to briefs based on cases, and of a split between trial and paper lawyers in the practice of litigation.” The firm establishment of paper

97. Id. at 87 (image rotated ninety degrees clockwise above).
98. Id. Note that on Westlaw, the image has been removed. See Warren, supra note 95, available at Westlaw, 37 HVLR 49 (on file with the Columbia Law Review).
99. See 304 U.S. 64, 72–73 (1938) (“[I]t was the more recent research of a competent scholar, who examined the original document, which established that the construction given to [the Judiciary Act of 1789] by the Court was erroneous . . . .”).
100. Tomlin, supra note 80, at 660.
lawyers as central to the profession solidified the typographic, image-averse legal discourse. Later schools of legal theory, including legal realism, critical legal theory, and law and economics, successfully undermined key aspects of Langdell’s rigid formalism in legal scholarship and—to a lesser extent—legal education. Yet Langdell’s formalist roots went deep. Linear, print-based legal reasoning was and remains the enduring, signature style of legal practice. As an understandable result, “[t]o this day, archetypal notions of Anglo-American jurisprudence—the force of precedent, the rule of a reasoned decision, and the supremacy of law—are linked to print.”101 Brian Leiter has accurately described Langdellian formalism as the law’s “lingua franca.”102 And until very recently that lingua franca began and ended with words.

B. Law 1.0: The Digital Age Arrives but Barriers Linger

Starting about twenty years ago, with the widespread adoption of personal computers, scholars began to predict the decline of the dominance of typographic law. Writing in 1992, Collins and Skover argued that law was pressing beyond its print-based boundaries to enter a new and more complex audio–visual age—the age, as they called it, of “paratexts,” which combined the traditional print medium with oral elements of preliterate legal culture.103 According to Collins and Skover, technological innovations would “profoundly test judicial institutions and practices.”104 In a similar vein, Katsh’s 1995 book, Law in a Digital World, predicted the image would take on a new role in legal culture as a result of electronic media.105 Writing a contemporaneous review of Katsh’s book, Eugene Volokh was frankly skeptical. He agreed that perhaps digital tools might create “a few new opportunities” but thought Katsh had offered little direct evidence “of any basic change in the way people think about the law.”

At the time, Volokh’s lukewarm reaction was understandable. In the 1990s, digital media-making tools began to make visual and multimedia representations central to many professions. They also pervaded courtrooms, where videos of interrogations, confessions, and depositions

101. Collins & Skover, supra note 11, at 533.
103. Collins & Skover, supra note 11, at 535 (arguing paratexts “challenge the content-limited character” of print materials).
104. Id. at 547.
105. See Katsh, Digital World, supra note 40, at 133–71 (crediting “new electronic tools” with beginning change in legal landscape).
106. Volokh, Technology, supra note 40, at 1391.
became routine elements of trial practice. \footnote{107. See Collins & Skover, supra note 11, at 511–12 (noting, in context of criminal trials, “[b]oth the prosecution and the accused resort to video in a wide variety of actions, ranging from contempt, perjury, escape, and sexual and obscenity-related offenses to burglary, theft, and drug crimes”).} Despite these visual incursions, however, print-dominated legal culture remained aloof from these developments. To be sure, digital databases dramatically increased the efficiency of legal research; email and the Internet dramatically improved communication of legal ideas and documents; and rules governing electronic filing and discovery modernized fundamental areas of practice. But—ironically, perhaps—those innovations largely reinforced, rather than revolutionized, law’s typographical roots, just as the typewriter had done a century earlier. \footnote{108. See Katsh, Digital World, supra note 40, at 147 (“The manner in which personal computers were used during most of the 1980s, therefore, tended to reinforce the law’s reliance on words and text and revealed little about the ultimate impact of the electronic image on law.”).} Visual media remained largely the province of the factfinder (or—as the O.J. Simpson trial brought into sharp relief—the television audience\footnote{109. See Lilah Raptopoulos, The OJ Simpson Case 20 Years Later: Making ‘Trials into Television,’ Guardian (June 17, 2014, 11:57 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jun/17/oj-simpson-trial-cameras-court-justice-culture (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (discussing effect of televising O.J. Simpson trial).}). Occasional forays into the visual, such as Justice Stevens’s attachment of a cruise ticket to his dissent in \textit{Carnival Cruise Lines, Inc. v. Shute}, were no more than notable curiosities, almost invariably relegated to an appendix. \footnote{110. See 499 U.S. 585, 597 & app. (1991) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (including facsimile of passenger ticket in appendix to demonstrate unlikelihood of passenger reading fine print).}

Beginning around the turn of the twenty-first century, lawyers made sporadic efforts to embrace a more visual form of written advocacy, but to no great effect. Notably, the first parties to attempt to file technologically innovative Supreme Court briefs were amici, who—as a result of their outsider status—may have felt less compelled to adhere with perfect fidelity to traditional modes of argument. In 1995, for example, a Stanford law professor attempted to file the first hyperlinked amicus brief on CD-ROM in the United States Supreme Court. \footnote{111. See Wendy R. Leibowitz, When High-Tech is over the Top: Is a CD-ROM Brief Fair or Foul?, Nat’l L.J., Mar. 3, 1997, at B8 (noting Professor Joe Grundfest was first to attempt to file electronic “hypertext-linked brief” with Supreme Court); Michael Whiteman, Appellate Court Briefs on the Web: Electronic Dynamos or Legal Quagmire?, 97 Law Libr. J. 467, 469 & n.16 (2005) (describing early attempts to file nontraditional, technology-based briefs, including Professor Grundfest’s CD-ROM amicus brief).} The Court rejected the brief on the ground that it “was not equipped to view it.” \footnote{112. Whiteman, supra note 111, at 469 n.16. Other federal courts and many states took longer to accept electronic briefs. See id. at 469.} In 1997 the Court accepted its first CD-ROM brief—an amicus brief in
ACLU v. Reno that linked to scientific and medical websites that would be caught up in the censoring web of the Communications Decency Act. But this visual advocacy needed an audience in order to be effective; there is no way to know whether the justices—or even the law clerks—depended on that visual presentation in preparing for or deciding the case.

These technological and practical hurdles to visual advocacy remained significant until at least 2005. Pioneers in this area were lonely. For example, Peter Bensinger, a Chicago litigator who earned the title “the most wired lawyer in America” in 2000, would routinely submit what he termed “magazine briefs”—briefs on CD-ROMs with full color images, PowerPoint slides, and graphics seamlessly embedded into the text. He also embedded into his briefs hyperlinks to pinpoint citations or deposition transcripts, theoretically allowing readers seamless navigation from argument to evidence. Presaging the new multimedia advocacy, Bensinger argued that “showing why you are right, rather than just talking about it, builds credibility.” In essence, a Bensinger magazine brief marketed his argument to the judge.

Yet magazine briefs did not catch on in a significant way. To gain some perspective, consider that in 1989, only fifteen percent of households had a personal computer and there was no commercially available digital camera. The prototype of the first digital camera, produced in 1975, weighed over eight pounds and produced a 100 by 100 pixel, black-and-white image. The first such camera priced under $1,000 became

115. Bensinger, supra note 114, at 1.
116. For an argument that this approach dramatically alters the dynamics of judicial decisionmaking, see infra Part III.
available only in 1994. In order to get the camera’s low-resolution images onto a computer it was necessary to use a scanner, which at that time cost another $1,000. Even once such images were stored in a computer, they could not easily be transferred; as late as 1997 only 35.2% of U.S. adults used the Internet at home. Those barriers persisted into the first years of the twenty-first century. In order to support his technological innovation, Bensinger would travel with 135 pounds of equipment.

Lawyers lacking Bensinger’s technological know-how (or what appears to be his boundless energy) would have faced a choice between mastering layers of kludgy computer processes in addition to their legal work or paying high prices to have an outside firm convert a brief into a hyperlinked CD-ROM. Either process—in-house or professional—would cost precious time and money. In addition, court rules generally required litigants to submit paper briefs in addition to any digital submissions. Even a decade ago, there was not an enthusiastic readership for digital documents. The extra effort and expense for a hyperlinked brief may not have been worthwhile given that most judges would simply have read them the old-fashioned way, in hard copy. Perhaps most importantly, law firms were likely comfortable with their traditionally formatted templates, which conformed to court rules and were reliably appropriate. As a result, fifteen years after Katsh predicted widespread visual change in legal documents, a typical appellate brief, certiorari petition, or motion for summary judgment had changed little, if at all, in response to the explosion of visual information emerging on the Internet and in telecommunications.

Books offering advice on brief writing have perpetuated this marginalization of image-driven written advocacy. There are thousands of pages of advice to lawyers on how to craft effective pleadings and briefs, including an entire volume devoted to typography and another dedicated exclusively to formatting briefs in Microsoft Word. Yet to this day most books on the subject lack even a reference guide entry for
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121. For a company that continues to produce hyperlinked e-briefs, see A2L Consulting, http://www.A2LC.com (last visited Sept. 9, 2014).

122. See Maria Perez Crist, The E-Brief: Legal Writing for an Online World, 33 N.M. L. Rev. 49, 78 (2003) (noting as of 2003 “demand for electronic briefs is not widespread” and speculateing “both the courts and the attorneys may simply experience a common aversion to change”).

“figure,” “graphic,” “illustration,” “photograph,” or “picture.” One book suggests that lawyers preparing to write a brief “[spend] a few minutes with a diagram as part of your analysis”—but makes no mention of including such a diagram in the final product. Another urges lawyers to “create pictorial clarity” with subheadings, lists, and columns, but never mentions actual pictures. The Law as Architecture uses a series of glossy color photos as extended metaphors for legal writing, but the author does not appear to contemplate the possibility of using images in the writing itself. And Matthew Butterick’s informative (and visually beautiful) recent book, Typography for Lawyers, instructs lawyers to heighten the visual appeal of legal documents by optimizing font styles and employing other techniques such as “kerning” (which is the “adjustment of specific pairs of letters to improve spacing and fit”). Despite his strong focus on the visual impact of typography, Butterick does not mention images.

Even now, only a few commentators have taken genuine interest in visual persuasion outside of trial. Writing about appellate advocacy, Bryan Garner urges lawyers to “[u]se charts, diagrams, and other visual aids when you can.” As Garner wryly observes, “A picture can be worth . . . well, it can help win a lawsuit.” In a similar vein, Judge Richard Posner criticizes typical legal writing as merely “serviceable” and particularly criticizes lawyers’ “surprising reluctance to use pictures.” Judge Posner now routinely illustrates his Seventh Circuit opinions, but he is a pioneer. A prominent handbook on judicial opinion writing observes that trial-court decisions “should be readily understandable, with the fewest possible distractions such as headings, footnotes, citations, and illustrations.”

124. See, e.g., Butterick, supra note 123, at “Contents” (unnumbered page) (including no table of contents entry for any listed term); Miano, supra note 123, at 279–81 (including no index entry for any listed term).

125. Norman Brand & John O. White, Legal Writing: The Strategy of Persuasion 7 (3d ed. 1994); see also id. at 93 (suggesting lawyers use “graphics,” meaning headings and subheadings).
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127. Jill J. Ramsfield, The Law as Architecture: Building Legal Documents (2000); see also Miano, supra note 123, passim (containing dozens of screenshots and illustrations but never suggesting lawyers might want to insert illustrations into briefs).
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when an image was included in a judicial opinion, it was typically attached in an appendix, and its treatment in the opinion—if indeed it was mentioned at all—reflected that peripheral status.  

In lieu of images, judicial opinions and other written legal documents often resort to imagery. Legal discourse is littered with visual metaphor, from “black-letter law” to “bright-line” rules, from “blue-penciling” a brief to “redlining” a document. This colorful language replaces the actual color of images. The Supreme Court’s 2001 opinion in United States v. Kyllo is a paradigmatic example of imagery trumping image in a fairly recent judicial opinion. The question in Kyllo was the validity under the Fourth Amendment of thermal images of the defendant’s home, taken by the police without a warrant. The images, which were part of the record, might predictably have provided a natural focal point for the constitutional analysis of the intrusiveness of the warrantless search:

![THERMAL IMAGES IN KYLLO](http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/conlaw/kyllo.htm)

In fact, in a case about images, the images played almost no role at all. The images, which showed large swaths of gray interspersed with a few shadowy blobs of light, did not offer much in the way of support to the Kyllo majority, which was determined to rule that the device impermissibly invaded the intimacy of the home. Thus, the majority opinion disregarded the actual images and instead created its own, verbal image, hypothesizing that the thermal-imaging device (or a future, more technologically sophisticated version of it) “might disclose, for example,

134. See Marder, supra note 44, at 332 (criticizing recent Supreme Court decisions for including images without commentary or context).


137. Id. at 29 (stating question presented).

138. Id. at 52 app. (Stevens, J., dissenting), image available at http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/conlaw/kyllo.htm.
at what hour each night the lady of the house takes her daily sauna and bath.”139 The gritty reality of the black-and-white images of marijuana plants growing over a garage was overwritten by a romanticized (and gendered) narrative of domestic tranquility disturbed by unbridled technology. If the images poorly served the majority’s legal position, they were ideal fodder for Justice Stevens’s dissent. Yet while Justice Stevens did include the thermal images, he did so only in an appendix, and he did not tightly link his analysis to the images themselves.140 On many levels, Kyllo—a case about technology and images—reflects law’s discomfort with images.

The Court’s dismissive attitude toward the central piece of evidence in Kyllo stands in direct contrast to its approach only six years later in another Fourth Amendment case, Scott v. Harris.141 Based on its view of a police dashboard video, the Court in Scott held that the police officer’s conduct in the chase did not violate the Fourth Amendment.142 In reaching this conclusion the Court essentially deleted the text of the two lower-court opinions, replacing those analyses with a link to the video and expressly inviting readers of the opinion to see for themselves.143 In Kyllo, metaphor trumped image; in Scott, the image—a dashboard video of a police chase—displaced textual analysis. In part, of course, the difference in treatment is the result of differing legal contexts: Kyllo reflects the Court’s deep suspicion of technology aimed at the home, while Scott dealt with a more mundane, workaday Fourth Amendment dispute in which the Court sympathized with the police rather than the fleeing driver. Yet that distinction is not fully satisfying. At least in part, the difference in approach appears to reflect dramatic changes between 2001 and 2007 in the receptivity of people, including judges, to visual reasoning.

Judges and practitioners are not the only lawyers who have been slow to integrate modern visual media into legal writing. Textbooks and journal articles have remained almost disturbingly faithful to traditional, nonvisual forms. The aversion to images in textbooks may be driven by high printing cost and the costs of obtaining copyright permission, two potentially formidable obstacles. But in the context of legal scholarship, it seems far more likely that scholars—products of a legal education that idealizes text and rarely if ever mentions visual literacy—were not thinking in visual terms and therefore not submitting work that pushed visual boundaries.

139. Id. at 38 (majority opinion).
140. See id. at 52 app. (Stevens, J., dissenting) (displaying thermal images as appendix to Stevens’s dissent).
142. Id. at 386.
143. Id. at 378 n.6.
Widely used legal databases Westlaw and LexisNexis also posed—and continue to pose—an obstacle to image-driven legal argument. Text is “simple to translate into software code and to share over networks—it doesn’t require a lot of memory to store, a lot of bandwidth to transmit, or a lot of processing power to render on a screen.”144 Because there has been no pressing demand for databases to take the extra step to incorporate images, until very recently Westlaw and LexisNexis removed most images from many legal documents, replacing them with a textual notation: “TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE.” That all-caps message is a metaphor for the law’s traditional dismissal of the visual in legal briefing and scholarship. But it is not only a metaphor. As a practical matter, the omission of images alters the meaning of documents that contain images. In addition, it was (and remains) impossible to search for an image in either database.

Ironically, therefore, lawyers taking advantage of new research technology might have been less likely than predigital lawyers—who were relying on books—to encounter what few images were contained in legal documents. A lawyer or academic reading a Westlaw copy of Warren’s article on the Judiciary Act, for example, would not see the embedded archival document. These barriers created a vicious cycle: Because images were not in active circulation, lawyers and judges were unlikely to consider image-driven advocacy as a potential option. In addition, images’ disappearance from documents prevented other litigants, judges, or academics from interpreting those images when analyzing a precedent or scholarly argument. Even a decade ago, as the Internet revolutionized communication in other fields, a legal scholar, practitioner, or judge who sought to use an image was spitting into the wind.

C. Law 2.0: The New Visual Advocacy

Today—almost twenty years after M. Ethan Katsh predicted it—longstanding barriers to visual persuasion in written advocacy are finally coming down. By 2000, the number of computer-owning households had climbed to fifty-one percent.145 A year after that, in 2001, came the first commercially available camera phones.146 The scales tipped decisively in favor of visual communication when the web went “2.0” around 2004 to 2005, years that saw the launch of Facebook, Flickr, and YouTube—all


146. See Sarvas & Frohlich, supra note 56, at 93 (documenting revolution in camera equipment).
sites whose purpose was to encourage wide, instant visual communication.\footnote{Id. at 155.} Within a few years, Facebook hosted twenty billion photos, Apple launched the iPhone, and seventy-nine percent of young Americans were posting photos online.\footnote{Id. at 92; Maeve Duggan, Pew Research Internet & Am. Life Project, Photo and Video Sharing Grow Online 5 (Oct. 28, 2013), http://www.pewinternet.org/files/old-media//Files/Reports/2013/PIP_Photos%20and%20videos%20online_102813.pdf (on file with the \textit{Columbia Law Review}).} By 2008 text messages (which often contain images) outnumbered phone calls.\footnote{Christine Erickson, A Brief History of Text Messaging, Mashable (Sept. 21, 2012), http://mashable.com/2012/09/21/text-messaging-history (on file with the \textit{Columbia Law Review}).} In 2011, eighty billion digital photos were taken; of those, thirty billion were taken with camera phones.\footnote{Christine M. Kreiser, Digital Camera, Am. Hist., Aug. 2012, at 25, 25.} As of 2013, ninety percent of adults in the United States had some form of cellular phone and over half had a smartphone; smartphone ownership went up to eighty-three percent of adults age eighteen to twenty-nine.\footnote{Mobile Technology Fact Sheet, PewResearch Internet Project, http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/mobile-technology-fact-sheet/ (on file with the \textit{Columbia Law Review}) (last visited Aug. 4, 2014) (reporting cellular-phone ownership in January 2014).} In tandem with the rapid development of a digital-media network, new digital reading devices such as the iPad have transformed American literacy habits. Although it was first released only in 2008, forty-two percent of American adults now own a tablet computer, and thirty-two percent own an e-reader.\footnote{Id. (reporting tablet and e-reader use levels).} Under the influence of the iPad, laptops, and other personal reading devices, more Americans now read electronically for work and pleasure than read in hard copy.\footnote{See, e.g., How Americans Get Their News, Am. Press Inst. (Mar. 17, 2014, 3:00 PM), http://www.americanpressinstitute.org/publications/reports/survey-research/how-americans-get-news/ (on file with the \textit{Columbia Law Review}) (showing extent of computer-based news access); Watching, Reading and Listening to the News, Pew Research Ctr. for the People & the Press (Sept. 27, 2012), http://www.people-press.org/2012/09/27/section-1-watching-reading-and-listening-to-the-news-3 (on file with the \textit{Columbia Law Review}) (showing digital news surpassing print news). But see Power(ed) Readers: Americans Who Read More Electronically Read More, Period, Harris Polls (Apr. 17, 2014), http://www.harrisinteractive.com/NewsRoom/HarrisPolls/tabid/447/ctl/ReadCustom%20Default/mid/1508/ArticleId/1415/Default.aspx (on file with the \textit{Columbia Law Review}) (reporting more Americans read books in print than digital format).}  

The explosion in the number of circulating images and in the variety of platforms for seeing those images has transformed the way people read, write, and think.\footnote{See Carr, supra note 144, at 6 (discussing impact of Internet on “concentration and contemplation”).} Whether on a bus, on a plane, at home, on the street, in a café, or in the office, we do not only see a seemingly infinite array of images, but we interact with them: zooming in, changing perspec-
tive, mapping where they were taken, commenting on them, flipping through a series of images with our fingers, or instantly sharing them by text, email, or social network. We read in a new, digital—visual—fashion. Magazines are “‘filled with color, oversized headlines, graphics, photos, and pull quotes.’” Sometimes the purpose of this visuality is mere entertainment, but often it is education, such as this poster by the Center for Urban Pedagogy, which aims to educate New York City street vendors of their rights and obligations using a newly visual vocabulary:

![Poster by the Center for Urban Pedagogy](http://welcometocup.org/file_columns/0000/0012/vp-mpp.pdf)

This new visuality is not without drawbacks. Image-rich print, videos, and “easy-to-browse blurbs” have displaced deeper textual analysis in many media, responding to the voracious appetite for novelty and the shortened attention spans of wired readers. Our media are more colorful and far more interactive, but they are also—at least sometimes—more superficial. In addition, as a result of constant connectivity, recording an event has become an integral aspect of experiencing it, blurring the divide between lived experience and narration, between reality and marketing. For example, people posted Instagram snapshots of victims in the immediate aftermath of a deadly shooting at the Empire State Building in 2012. In response to criticisms, one of those posting responded: “This was the victim and [I] apologize to his family, but this

157. Carr, supra note 144, at 94.
158. Id. at 97 (quoting Google CEO Eric Schmidt enthusiastically describing situations where “everybody is watching a play and are busy talking about the play while the play is under way”).
had to be documented. It was my reality.” 159 Other postings on the same thread were from journalists, seeking permission to spread the bloody photographs to a wider audience.160 Connectivity opened the door to more powerful communication—but it is not easy to close the door.

“As goes popular discourse, so goes legal rhetoric.” 161 Under the irresistible force of these cultural and technological upheavals, the barriers to multimedia written advocacy have begun to come down, for lawyers and for judges. Most courts—including all federal courts—now allow or mandate electronic filing of documents in searchable PDF, into which it is a simple matter to embed digital images.162 Equally important, judges have become far more receptive to reading legal documents in electronic form. According to a recent survey, fifty-eight percent of federal judges use iPads to do court work (with tech-savvy bankruptcy judges at a higher seventy percent).163 Justices Kagan, Scalia, and Sotomayor are among those who now prepare for cases by reading briefs on image-friendly tablets rather than or in addition to hard copy.164

Judges are also increasingly comfortable with using the imagesaturated Internet as a source of factual information.165 Justice Souter was the first federal appellate judge to cite to the Internet in an opinion, in 1996.166 That practice has increased steadily under the encouragement of

---


160. See id. (noting “stream of requests” from photo editors to use shooting image).


163. See supra note 25 and accompanying text (describing judges’ use of tablet computers).


165. See, e.g., Coleen M. Barger, On the Internet, Nobody Knows You’re a Judge: Appellate Courts’ Use of Internet Materials, 4 J. App. Prac. & Process 417, 428 (2002) (noting 113 circuit court and Supreme Court cases citing internet sources in first seven months of 2002); Larsen, supra note 24, at 1288 (documenting prevalence of Supreme Court justices citing sources outside record gathered from websites).

several prominent jurists. Judicial citations also reflect an increasing awareness of the impact of social media on law. In 2008, fourteen federal judicial opinions cited Facebook; by 2012 that number had climbed to 480. A similar pattern applies to Twitter, YouTube, and Google. Some courts—including the California Judicial Branch—now have Twitter feeds. And administrative agencies have begun communicating with the public via graphics rather than in text.

Legal search tools are also pioneering efforts to enhance the role of visuality in law. Relative newcomer among legal databases HeinOnline allows instant access to PDF versions of documents that retain their footnotes, images, graphics, and all other visual details. To further enhance its visual impact, HeinOnline has partnered with new database Fastcase, which uses interactive timelines to visually display the inter-relationship between one authority and others that cite it. Other legal-search-tool start-ups, including Ravel and the JustCite Precedent Map, similarly promise to expand the ways in which lawyers access, understand, and explain the law. And legal scholars have begun to experiment with visual legal scholarship. For example, recently two scholars published an article adapted from a video in the Federal Courts Law Review.

167. Justice Stephen Breyer is an outspoken advocate of using digital tools to conduct independent research on issues that arise before the Supreme Court. See Larsen, supra note 24, at 1261–63 (suggesting courts develop coherent practices for when independent judicial internet research is appropriate). Similarly, Judge Richard Posner has argued that judges can, and should, look to the Internet for “technically sophisticated but lucid explanations” for complex questions. Jacob Gershman, Get Over Your Fear of the Internet, Judge Tells Peers, Wall St. J.: Law Blog (July 17, 2013, 1:01 PM), http://blogs.wsj.com/law/2013/07/17/get-over-your-fear-of-the-internet-judge-tells-peers/ (on file with the Columbia Law Review).


169. See, e.g., President Obama’s Plan to Fight Climate Change, White House (June 25, 2013), http://www.whitehouse.gov/share/climate-action-plan (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (displaying map showing impact of climate change on United States); see also, e.g., Cass Sunstein, Simpler: The Future of Government passim (2013) (including various graphical images used by government agencies throughout); Chang, supra note 156 (providing informative visual guide to rights and responsibilities of street vendors in New York City).


172. See Ambrogi, supra note 21, at 36 (“What we’re trying to do is make the [legal research] process easier, more intuitive, more thorough.” (quoting Daniel Lewis, co-founder of Ravel)).

These changes in the way that people communicate with each other and access information are not temporary blips in an otherwise print-driven world. “The history of the Web suggests that the velocity of data will only increase.”175 These emerging businesses, together with institutions such as the newly formed Program for Legal Technology & Design at the Stanford Design School, point toward a broad shift toward the visual in our conception and practice of written law. Together, these cultural changes have prompted a new and fascinating challenge to the unquestioned hegemony of print in legal documents. Image-driven written persuasion is here.

II. MARKETING THE LAW: A SNAPSHOT OF THE NEW DIGITAL ADVOCACY

Nicholas Carr describes the revolution in digital technology as a “moveable feast.”176 This Part shows the growing impact of that feast on written legal argument and decisionmaking. Liberated from the evidentiary margins, a dizzying and colorful array of images has begun to play a central role in written legal argument. The use of images is not restricted to particular courts, doctrinal areas, or stages of litigation. To the contrary, as the below examples demonstrate, images are bubbling up, unregulated and almost unnoticed, in any type of suit where lawyers or judges think images would be effective.

In one sense images in legal documents are startling in their newness, in their sharp departure from the accepted tone of written legal argument. At the same time, they are seductively natural, because we are bombarded daily with visual messages, and because in the past decade other forms of writing—even “serious” scholarly or journalistic writing—have embraced multimedia exposition.177 Multimedia legal argument is thus novel and, simultaneously, utterly pedestrian—an intriguing combination that may lead courts, and scholars, to underestimate its potential impact on the structure and substance of legal decisionmaking.

It may be tempting to downplay embedded images as merely an extension of previous practice, wherein litigants and courts occasionally attached images in exhibits or appendices following written briefs or opinions. The instinct to analogize a new mode of communication to a

175. Carr, supra note 144, at 157.
176. Id. at 4 (“As networked computers have shrunk to the size of iPhones and Blackberries, the feast has become a moveable one, available anytime, anywhere.”).
177. For a particularly telling example, see the Journal of Visual Experiment, or “JoVE.” JoVE, http://www.jove.com/ (last visited Aug. 5, 2014). JoVE’s articles are in video form; the purpose is to make accurate, real-time videos of ongoing experiments to assist other scientists to replicate findings in fields from neuroscience to applied physics.
preexisting legal doctrine or tradition is hardly new, and courts have frequently assimilated cyberspace into existing legal doctrines. But, as is true in other contexts, reasoning by analogy risks underplaying the significance of an analytical shift. In traditional legal documents, images were rarely, if ever, intended to be the engine of a persuasive argument. Their presence did not disrupt the linear, detached discourse of a traditional legal brief or opinion. By definition, an appendix to a brief or an opinion is supplemental—secondary. Today, however, lawyers and judges are embedding images directly into legal documents, using those images to drive arguments and—through explicit argument and implicit messaging—to compel conclusions. Lawyers and courts are harnessing the power of the new visual vernacular to market their views of a case.

This is not to overstate the current role of images in litigation documents. Linear textual argument remains—by far—the dominant template for written law. Even in situations where images would seem to be an obvious choice, they are often omitted. As late as 2012, Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion in a major water-rights case used “over 1,500 words and twenty-nine source citations to describe the course of three rivers,” eschewing all use of maps despite the fact that the State of Montana had provided a “detailed map that clearly denoted the course of the three rivers in a single image.” Yet adventurous lawyers and receptive courts are now taking advantage of ubiquitous picturing tools to argue, explain, and prove facts in litigation documents. In doing so, they are shifting the locus of interpretive power away from Langdell’s linear formalism, and toward a more flexible, more accessible—yet


179. See Mnookin, Image of Truth, supra note 50, at 6–7 (describing judicial adoption of photograph and arguing “dramatic change can be wrought out of the very effort to accommodate new technologies without change”).

180. See Sherwin et al., Law in the Digital Age, supra note 37, at 227 (“The practice of law—how truth and justice are represented and assessed—increasingly depends on what appears on electronic screens in courthouses, law offices, government agencies, and elsewhere.”).

181. Miller, supra note 43, at 188 (describing lack of visual communication in PPL Mont., LLC v. Montana, 132 S. Ct. 1215 (2012)); see also Jessica Silbey, Images in/of Law, 57 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 171, 177 (2012–2013) (“Despite the proliferation of film as a basic tool of communication in our digital age, it remains rare to hear of legal scholarship, case law, and legislative initiatives analyzing film’s role as a legal tool or constitutive part of legal culture.”).
potentially problematic—visual legal discourse. Using a series of contemporary visual examples, this Part provides a snapshot of the current ways that lawyers and courts are harnessing the power of images to convey legal ideas and principles.

A. Visual Plausibility: Images as Evidence

In *Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly*, the Supreme Court imposed heightened obligations on parties in federal courts to support their pleadings with factual allegations. A complaint, the Court held, must state a claim “that is plausible on its face.” Increasingly, plaintiffs are taking that invitation literally, embedding images that go to the heart of their factual and legal allegations directly into paragraphs of their complaints. Appendices and even hyperlinks require readers to detach from the text of an argument. Embedded images remedy society’s cognitive and cultural impatience with such extratextual steps by incorporating the immediacy and color of twenty-first-century media directly into the traditional form of a legal pleading. Instead of serving as evidentiary afterthoughts, images now serve multiple active advocacy purposes, only some of which are overt.

The recent Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) complaint against tech giant Apple is a perfect example. The gravamen of the FTC’s complaint was that the tech company’s software allowed children—unbeknownst to their parents—to purchase in-game treats and bonuses while playing computer games, the real cost of which was charged to their parents. The Apple case is already a landmark. It resulted in an unprecedented settlement under which Apple will reimburse over $32 million dollars to parents who were charged for in-app purchases without their consent. It is also a landmark in a different, less well-recognized, sense: It appears to mark the first time that the FTC has embedded images into an administrative complaint.

---

183. Id. at 570.
The FTC’s newly visual approach is simple yet effective. The text of the complaint is replete with definitions for the lingo of modern software—“apps” and “caches” and “scrollable tiles.” To a tech layperson, such abstract terms have little meaning. But screenshot examples provide an intuitive and straightforward explanation of the detailed app-purchasing process at issue. Below, the screenshot to the left shows the game “Tiny Zoo Friends” as it would come up in a search; the screenshot to the right shows the app as it would appear if a user browsed for it on a list of related apps.

Although the screenshots serve an important explanatory purpose, their most vital role is to persuade the reader of the merits of the FTC’s claims. First, the FTC alleged that Apple was using in-app purchases in apps that are marketed to children as young as four. In the face of the screenshot of “Tiny Zoo Friends,” any argument to the contrary by Apple would seem not only discordant, but disingenuous. Even to an uneducated observer, the bright colors, oversized letters, and animated creatures in the sample app are obviously geared toward young children.

Second, the FTC alleged that parents were frequently unaware that a particular app contained in-app purchases. The sample screenshots provide strong support for that allegation. In the screenshot on the left,

---

186. FTC Apple Complaint, supra note 184, at 1–2 (using and defining lingo of modern software apps).
187. Id. at 3 (showing screenshots side by side, as pictured in this Article).
188. Id.
189. Id. at 5.
190. Id. at 6 (giving example of one consumer whose child racked up over $500 in charges over two days).
there is no information provided about in-app purchases. In the screenshot on the right, there is a notification of in-app purchases, but it is in tiny, low-intensity gray font, which would be essentially invisible to someone who was not specifically looking for it. In comparison, the much larger all-caps “FREE” sign is in a bright blue font that is associated in graphic design with cleanliness and honesty.\(^{191}\) Finally, the FTC alleged that, unbeknownst to parents, once they entered their Apple ID password to purchase an app for their child, the password would remain valid for all subsequent purchases during a fifteen-minute window—wherein children could buy in-game treats that cost their parents real money without entering any further information.\(^{192}\) Another screenshot directly supports this allegation by showing a password-prompt screen that contains no notification that entry of the password automatically creates a window for real-money purchases:

By embedding images of Apple’s own products into its complaint, the FTC is showing, rather than merely describing, the steps Apple has taken to (1) attract children to its products; (2) minimize consumers’ awareness of in-app offerings; and (3) streamline the process for making in-app purchases to increase the likelihood that consumers, even children, will spend real money while playing games. Far more effectively than text alone, the agency’s visual arguments neutralize potential defenses of Apple. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the screenshots convey the overarching (though unstated) theme of the complaint: Apple is an incredibly sophisticated company that devotes enormous resources to clear communication and effective design. A decision to minimize awareness of in-app purchases was not mere oversight. The complaint cries out for liability.

\(^{191}\) See Amy E. Arntson, Graphic Design Basics 180 (3d ed. 1998) (noting blue “is used as a background color in package design because of its quiet, positive associations”).

\(^{192}\) FTC Apple Complaint, supra note 184, at 4–5.

\(^{193}\) Id. at 4.
To see the difference that embedded images make in a legal document, compare the above *Apple* complaint with an FTC complaint filed last year charging a social-networking company with privacy-law violations.\textsuperscript{194} In *United States v. Path, Inc.*, the agency alleged that Path was collecting and storing data from children in violation of federal law.\textsuperscript{195} In an exhibit to the complaint (separated from it by a blank sheet of paper marked “Exhibit A”), the FTC attached a black-and-white photocopy of three separate screenshots related to Path’s social-networking app.

Relegated to the position of an exhibit, and in the absence of color, the screenshots perform little argumentative work. Without a textual


\textsuperscript{195} See id. at 7 (charging Path knowingly collected and stored personal information of children who registered as users).

\textsuperscript{196} Id. at exh. A.
explanation, it is difficult—and does not seem worth the effort—to decipher their significance. Embedding screenshots is not technically difficult, nor is it costly. Yet, with a simple switch to embedded images, the FTC dramatically improved the quality and effectiveness of its pleading.\footnote{For another recent example of images that are less effective when relegated to an appendix, see Harney v. Sony Pictures Television, Inc., 704 F.3d 173, 176 (1st Cir. 2013) (considering copyright dispute over an idyllic photo taken by Boston newspaper photographer of man with his daughter in front of church on Palm Sunday). As it turned out, the father in the image was a “‘professional’ imposter who had been passing himself off as a member of the . . . Rockefeller family,” as well as a descendent of British royalty, a rocket scientist, and a banker. Id. at 177. In producing a made-for-television movie about the man, including his abduction of his daughter during a custodial visit, Sony used a very similar image. Id. at 176. The First Circuit’s substantial similarity analysis, which exhaustively analyzes the differences and similarities in the two images, is significantly hampered by absence of the disputed images within the text of the analysis. Id. at 186–88. In the appendix, the images have the role of an afterthought, despite their obvious centrality:}

Other civil litigants have harnessed the power of images to support their legal claims in a wide range of cases. Intellectual-property plaintiffs in particular have begun to unleash the full power of their copyrightable material in aid of their arguments. Given that copyright and trademark cases frequently depend on interpretation of visual material, it might seem surprising that this trend is so new. And indeed litigants have sometimes included exhibits containing the material at issue. Despite the obvious attraction of using the material, however, even intellectual-property litigants have overlooked the persuasive power of images. As Judge Posner describes:

\begin{quote}
Many years ago I was on the panel that heard an appeal in a trademark dispute between the Indianapolis Colts and the Baltimore CFL Colts. The briefs described the trademarked products (such as hats and T-shirts) but did not include pictures. At the oral argument, one of the judges (OK, I confess—it was I) asked the lawyer for the Indianapolis Colts
\end{quote}
whether he had any of the products with him. He was a little startled but went to his briefcase and pulled a pair of hats, one an Indianapolis Colt hat and the other a Baltimore CFL Colt hat. The hats looked identical. He won his case at that moment. He was lucky that he was asked that question. He would not have needed luck had he included a photograph in his brief.  

Recent intellectual-property plaintiffs have been more astute. For example, in 2012, a married couple and their wedding photographer sued an anti-gay-marriage organization for copyright infringement and misappropriation of likeness. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendant unlawfully copied the couple’s engagement photo off of their wedding blog and used it to create antigay political-campaign material. In their complaint, the plaintiffs used the material to create their own highly effective campaign. Leading the complaint—before traditionally foundational allegations such as the basis for jurisdiction and venue or identification of the parties—is an image of the couple’s favorite engagement photo:

![Engagement Photo](image)

**ENGAGEMENT PHOTO IN *HILL***


200. Id.
A few paragraphs later is an image of a mailing—created by defendants without the plaintiffs’ knowledge or permission—sent to Colorado voters in the mountainous Eighth State Senate District:

![Political Mailing in Hill](image1)

**Political Mailing in Hill**

Shortly thereafter is a third image, used in the prairie towns of Colorado’s Forty-Eighth State House District:

![Political Mailing in Hill](image2)

**Political Mailing in Hill**

Underscoring the tight interrelationship between images and text, the simple textual overlays transform an iconic depiction of love into

---

201. Id. ¶ 5, at 3.
202. Id. ¶ 9, at 4.
homophobic propaganda. And the propaganda seems to have been effective. The candidates targeted by the mailings both lost their primaries. But the images are equally effective in the couple’s lawsuit. Visual symmetries literally and figuratively drive the legal argument. The playful, arching stance of the couple forms a memorable shape that jumps to the foreground in all three photos, especially when they are displayed in proximity to each other. After seeing the images, the supporting legal allegations seem almost superfluous: The pictures speak for themselves. On a deeper level, defendants’ repeated use of the identical image conveys a cynical disdain not only for the gay couple at issue, but also for the people of Colorado—who, the complaint conveys, can be easily manipulated by a quick Photoshop. In every respect, the complaint makes the defendants seem purposefully, willfully wrong.

In another recent intellectual-property case, the plaintiff successfully used humor in his declaratory-relief suit against U.S. government agencies that had sent a cease-and-desist order seeking to bar him from selling certain T-shirts, mugs, and other souvenirs that parody certain federal agencies. Federal law prohibits use of the words “National Security Agency” or “NSA” “in any manner reasonably calculated to convey the impression that such use is approved, endorsed, or authorized by the National Security Agency.” In order to show that his wares could not reasonably create the impression that they were endorsed by the NSA, the plaintiff—represented by Public Citizen—embedded into his com-


204. Cf. Tufte, Envisioning, supra note 29, at 33 (noting multiples of single image, when viewed together, “enforce[] local comparisons within our eyespan, relying on an active eye to select and make contrasts rather than on bygone memories of images scattered over pages and pages”).

205. Despite their use of embedded images, the plaintiffs were not wholly successful in their claims. See Hill, No. 2014 WL 1293524, at *6–*8 (Mar. 31, 2014) (dismissing plaintiffs’ misappropriation claim but allowing copyright-infringement claim to proceed).


plaint several images documenting his products, including this of a T-shirt:

![NSA T-Shirt](image)

**NSA T-SHIRT IN *McCall***

The complaint, which refers to the above example as the “NSA Listens Parody” does not contain textual description of the image. Had the image been omitted, or even relegated to an appendix, the plaintiff would have had to recreate the sense of this visual parody through more burdensome—and almost certainly less entertaining—text. Instead, it is now left to the NSA to argue that consumers might reasonably be persuaded that the government would endorse such an item—hardly a pleasant task for the NSA.

The above intellectual-property complaints use vivid, high-resolution images to market their legal claims in few or no words. But as Susan Sontag has observed, some images—such as mug shots and class pictures—“make[] a virtue of plainness.” Images in some legal documents embody this principle. For example, a tort plaintiff deliberately and successfully embedded a low-resolution camera-phone snapshot in a products-liability complaint. The plaintiff, a Vancouver police officer named Robert Bysma, sued Burger King for emotional distress after a Burger King employee spat onto his Whopper, purchased on a late-night drive-through run. The complaint states that Bysma, suspicious of his interaction with the drive-through employees, opened his burger, “pulled the meat patty off the bottom bun, and found a slimy, clear and white

---

208. *McCall* Complaint, supra note 206, para. 9, at 3.
209. See id. para. 8, at 2, para. 10, at 3 (containing images for “DHS Stupidity Parody” and “NSA Spying Parody”).
211. Sontag, supra note 23, at 7.
phlegm glob on the meat patty."\textsuperscript{213} Embedded within the same paragraph of the complaint is a dim but nevertheless revolting image of the phlegm burger.

![Camera-Phone Picture in Bylsma Complaint\textsuperscript{214}](image)

Bylsma was represented by a lawyer who frequently appears in the media and has represented such media-conscious clients as the magician David Copperfield and the Friends of Amanda Knox.\textsuperscript{215} His complaint uses the blurry, candid image to simultaneously allege its claim, prove its claim, and garner deep sympathy for the plaintiff. Everything, from the tiny triangle of cheese to the crumpled wrapper, screams authenticity.\textsuperscript{216} The fact that the photo is blurry is only an advantage: A closer view of the actual phlegm might have been too much. Burger King—itself a sophisticated marketing machine—has been out-marketed.

Notably, there is some evidence that Bylsma’s visual strategy has been successful. Faced with a tenuous and novel question of Washington state law, the Ninth Circuit certified a question to the Washington Supreme Court rather than dismissing Bylsma’s claims.\textsuperscript{217} In addition, there appears to have been no serious scrutiny of the amount in controversy in this diversity suit, despite the fact that Bylsma (1) is a police officer who presumably is exposed to many violent and disgusting things,

\textsuperscript{213} Id. para. 2.5, at 3.
\textsuperscript{214} Id.
\textsuperscript{215} See id. at 8; About Anne, Anne Bremner, PC, http://www.annebremner.com/about.html (last visited Aug. 5, 2014) (describing law and media practices of Washington lawyer Anne Bremner).
\textsuperscript{216} See Bylsma Complaint, supra note 212, para. 2.5, at 3 (displaying photo of burger).
\textsuperscript{217} Bylsma v. Burger King Corp., 676 F.3d 779, 784 (9th Cir. 2012) (certifying question whether Washington Product Liability Act permits "relief for emotional distress damages, in the absence of physical injury").
and (2) never actually took a bite of the offending burger. \(^{218}\) (Washington law bars punitive damages awards in this context.\(^{219}\)) The complaint’s story is so simple and so compelling that the courts seem willing to assist Bylsma in surmounting procedural and substantive hurdles.

Recently prosecutors and police in a criminal case effectively used low-quality images to convey the impression of a high-quality criminal investigation. In May 2012, Seattle, Washington, was rocked when an unknown person involved in a local gang dispute shot and killed a man stopped at an intersection not far from the local high school, with his two young children and his visiting parents in the car.\(^{220}\) The Seattle police ultimately charged a twenty-year-old man named Andrew Jermain Patterson with the homicide.\(^{221}\) In their Certificate for Determination of Probable Cause, the police embedded several images of Patterson.\(^{222}\) The Certificate embeds two side-by-side images of Patterson taken from different sources:

![Images of Shooter in Patterson\(^{223}\)](image_url)

---

\(^{218}\) Cf., e.g., Rosario Ortega v. Star-Kist Foods, 370 F.3d 124, 129 (1st Cir. 2004) (finding amount in controversy satisfied in close case where young girl cut pinky on tuna can because girl had permanent damage to pinky and required surgery), rev’d on other grounds, Exxon Mobile Corp. v. Allapattah Servs., Inc., 545 U.S. 546 (2005).


\(^{223}\) Id. app. at 6.
The image on the right is cropped from a video still taken from a bus near the time of the shooting;\textsuperscript{224} the left image is from surveillance videos taken two days before the shooting in an apartment complex that had been linked to the suspect.\textsuperscript{225} The images, though blurry, show a person with identical hair and earrings. The mug shot, with the description of the suspect’s prior crimes of assault, firearms possession, and burglary, adds a strong visual suggestion that the suspect is a repeat offender, the very type of hardened criminal who would be likely to commit a reckless shooting of an innocent person:

\begin{center}
\textbf{MUG SHOT IN \textit{PATTERSON}}\textsuperscript{226}
\end{center}

In theory these images add very little to the certificate of probable cause, which lists all of the surrounding facts. In reality, however, the photos are highly persuasive in a situation where the identity of a suspect is at issue. Here the photos, together with the supporting text, allow the reader to confirm for herself that the suspect identified on the Metro bus video is the same person captured on the apartment security camera. The effect of the images is to visually affirm the thoroughness of the police investigation and to—literally—create a picture of a career criminal. While the use of images to address questions of identity may be appropriate, in other contexts images may be used as a tool to unethically manipulate juries.\textsuperscript{227} For example, the Washington Supreme Court recently found a prosecutor had engaged in misconduct when, during closing arguments, he showed a slideshow that had copies of the defendant’s booking photo with captions such as “DO YOU BELIEVE HIM?” and “GUILTY.”\textsuperscript{228} While the use of Patterson’s mug shot at this early stage of litigation is not problematic in the same way, it does seem more

\textsuperscript{224} Id.
\textsuperscript{225} Id.
\textsuperscript{226} Id. app. at 5.
\textsuperscript{227} See Mnookin, Jury, supra note 39 (observing “camera perspective bias” skews interpretation of confession videos, even among judges and police interrogators).
\textsuperscript{228} In re Glasmann, 286 P.3d 673, 676 (Wash. 2012); see also id. at 679 (“Highly prejudicial images may sway a jury in ways that words cannot.”).
prejudicial than would a mere textual description of a defendant’s prior record.

For a particularly effective example of images in a criminal document, take the sentencing memorandum submitted by the United States in its criminal suit against Randy “Duke” Cunningham, the California congressman who pleaded guilty to accepting millions of dollars in bribes in 2005.229 The sentencing memorandum was liberally interspersed with photos of the property Cunningham obtained with his ill-gotten funds, including a yacht, a $2.5 million home, and a variety of antiques and carpets.230 The memorandum also includes photographic replication of a handwritten “bribe menu”:

![“Bribe Menu” in Cunningham](http://legacy.utsandiego.com/news/politics/cunningham/images/060218sentencememo.pdf)

According to the memo, “[T]he left column represented the millions in government contracts that could be ‘ordered’ from Cunningham. The right column was the amount of the bribes that the

---

230. Id. at 6, 8, 13.
Congressman was demanding in exchange for the contracts.” The memorandum also includes embedded images of a $2.5 million dollar home bought unlawfully, multiple checks documenting bribery, antique furniture (also given as bribes), a Rolls Royce, a yacht (the Duke-Stir), and a second yacht, the Kelly C:

![Image of Yacht in Cunningham](image)

As Edward Tufte said of this highly effective sentencing memorandum, “[T]he adroit use of visual evidence intensifies the prosecutorial advocacy, reveals the scope of corruption, and mocks the attempts at evidence fabrication.”

Even the Solicitor General is using images to make legal arguments. The United States’ brief in a Bivens case currently before the Supreme Court provides a notable recent example. In Wood v. Moss, political demonstrators sued two federal Secret Service agents for removing them from an area near the outdoor patio where President Bush and his family were eating in Jacksonville, Oregon. The Ninth Circuit denied the agents qualified immunity. At the forefront of its merits brief appealing that ruling to the Court on behalf of the two agents, the United States embedded diagrams, including this one:

232. Id.
233. Id. at 6.
234. Tufte, Beautiful, supra note 18, at 94.
236. Id. at 1229.
Orginally the diagrams were exhibits to the protestors’ complaint. The United States turns them to its advantage in its Statement of the Case, adding an explanatory arrow to the diagram above and using the diagram in support of its claim that the protesters were moved because they were in the direct line of sight of the President with only a low fence between.238 Here, the images allow viewers to draw connections or see relationships between pieces of information that might be difficult for a decisionmaker to grasp through a textual description alone.239


238. See id. at 6 (“[A]s illustrated on Diagram B . . . while the pro-Bush demonstrators had a large building (the U.S. Hotel) between them and the President, the anti-Bush demonstrators . . . would have had their line of sight to the President blocked only by the patio’s six-foot-high wooden fence.”).

239. Sherwin et al., Law in the Digital Age, supra note 37, at 241–42.
Adding a further layer to the visual argument in *Wood v. Moss*, an amicus brief in support of the Secret Service defendants openly urges the Court to use Google Maps Street View to get an accurate physical sense of the scene in which the agents were making their decisions.240 Filed by the National Conference of State Legislatures and others, the amicus brief argues that the Court can and should take judicial notice of the Street View data: “Like the car chase videotape in *Scott v. Harris*, Google Maps Street View photographs show that these allegations [of viewpoint discrimination against the agents] are profoundly inaccurate.”241 In a footnote, the brief offers precise instructions for locating the disputed area using Google Maps.242 While there is no sign in the opinion that the Court did resort to Google Maps, Justice Ginsburg’s opinion for a unanimous Court embedded both of the map images from the Solicitor General’s brief into its statement of the facts.243

B. Visual Factfinding: Images in Judicial Opinions

Visual arguments are not limited to litigants. As Judge Posner’s decision in *Sandifer I* underscores, judges may be even more adventurous than parties in using pictures to convey their arguments. After all, as one commentator noted wryly, “[J]udges don’t have clients.”244 In many instances judges are integrating images from the record into their opinions. In other cases, however, judges are creating their own visual evidence by editing items from the record, or even by dragging images off the Internet and dropping them into their analysis.

The most common purpose of images in opinions is explanatory: For example, in *Woolley v. Rednour*, the Seventh Circuit adjudicated a habeas claim of ineffective assistance of counsel for a defendant who was convicted of murder for a shooting inside a tavern.245 The essence of the petitioner’s claim was that his attorney had unreasonably failed to introduce at trial expert testimony that would have proven that petitioner’s wife—and not petitioner—had been the shooter, based on testimony

240. See Brief of National Conference of State Legislatures et al. as Amici Curiae in Support of Petitioners at 4–14, *Wood*, 134 S. Ct. 2056 (No. 13-115), 2014 WL 249795, at *4–*14 (“Here, the Court can and should view the protest from the perspective of the Petitioner Secret Service Agents by taking a tour of the area using Google Maps Street View.”).

241. Id. at 9; see also id. at 6 (“Federal courts have long deemed it appropriate to take judicial notice of geographical facts as observed through resources like Google Maps.”).

242. Id. at 9 n.3.


245. 702 F.3d 411, 413 (7th Cir. 2012).
about where they were each standing when the shooting took place.\textsuperscript{246} Petitioner claimed that he had initially falsely confessed to the crime to protect his wife.\textsuperscript{247} In setting forth the facts underlying petitioner’s claim, the court embedded images from the record created by a crime-scene-reconstruction expert, hired for purposes of the habeas petition but not for the original trial, whose investigation supported the petitioner’s claim that he could not have been the shooter if—as he testified—he was coming out of the men’s bathroom at the time of the shooting.\textsuperscript{248}

The opinion also included a diagram showing the alleged placement of people and objects inside the bar at the time of the shooting.\textsuperscript{250} Together these embedded visuals demonstrate petitioner’s complex factual allegations with a clarity that mere text could not. Based in part on its analysis of these images, the court agreed that the petitioner’s lawyer had provided ineffective assistance of counsel during trial by failing to proffer a defense expert.\textsuperscript{251}

\textsuperscript{246} See id. at 419 (summarizing petitioner’s argument that his counsel’s failure to procure expert on ballistics was ineffective assistance of counsel).

\textsuperscript{247} See id. at 413 (“After initially confessing, Martin later recanted, claiming he had falsely implicated himself to protect his wife . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{248} See id. at 418 (discussing and displaying crime-scene-reconstruction expert’s findings).

\textsuperscript{249} Id., image available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCOURTS-ca7-10-03550/pdf/USCOURTS-ca7-10-03550-0.pdf.

\textsuperscript{250} Id. at 419.

\textsuperscript{251} See id. at 424 (finding testimony of crime-scene-reconstruction expert “later showed that it was demonstrably possible for [the defendant’s wife, and not defendant] to have fired the final shot,” and finding defense counsel’s failure to obtain such expert testimony at trial objectively unreasonable). Despite this conclusion, however, the court denied the petition, finding that petitioner could not demonstrate that the deficiency prejudiced his defense. See id. at 429.
In some instances such demonstrative evidence appears to have been created by the court rather than submitted by the parties. *Vodak v. City of Chicago*, for example, was a class action by 900 people arrested in a Chicago protest march on the day after the United States invaded Iraq.252 Analyzing the defendants’ motion for summary judgment, the Seventh Circuit embedded a marked-up image from Google Maps to show the routes taken by the marchers and the intersection where the conflict between police and protestors erupted:253

![Map in Vodak](http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCOURTS-ca7-09-02768/pdf/USCOURTS-ca7-09-02768-0.pdf)

A second, close-up screenshot shows the precise location of the arrests.255 The opinion uses the maps—which were not part of the record—as the basis for a highly textured account of the likely path and even the possible reasoning of the protesters.256 As the amici in *Wood v. Moss* urged the Supreme Court to do, the court took judicial notice of geographic information freely available on the Internet and used it to inform its quite granular analysis of police conduct.257 Moreover, by marking up the map and embedding it into its opinion, the court took the use of internet

252. See 639 F.3d 738, 740 (7th Cir. 2011) (discussing case background).
253. See id. at 741–42 (stating image had been derived from 2011 version of Google Maps).
254. Id. at 742, image available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCOURTS-ca7-09-02768/pdf/USCOURTS-ca7-09-02768-0.pdf.
255. Id. at 744.
256. See id. at 741–46 (embedding maps in factual description).
257. See David J. Dansky, The Google Knows Many Things: Judicial Notice in the Internet Era, Colo. Law., Nov. 2010, at 19, 24 (“Most courts are willing to take judicial notice of geographical facts and distances from private commercial websites such as MapQuest, Google Maps, and Google Earth.”); supra notes 240–242 and accompanying text (discussing amicus brief in *Wood v. Moss*).
technology one step further. Here, as in Sandifer I, the Seventh Circuit is conducting visual in-house factfinding.\footnote{258}

Presaging future developments in multimedia legal writing, one court has taken visual factfinding—and embedded images—to a new level. In Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp. (Uniloc I), District Court Judge William Smith issued the first known judicial opinion to contain an embedded video.\footnote{259} Judge Smith’s decision reversed a $380 million jury verdict in favor of Uniloc and granted judgment as a matter of law to Microsoft.\footnote{260} His holding was based in significant part on his factual conclusion that “a cryptographic hashing algorithm was not the same as a summation algorithm”—not something that was easily reducible to a clear textual explanation.\footnote{261} Therefore, with assistance from his law clerk and the IT experts at the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, Judge Smith melded a video presentation by Microsoft’s expert on the algorithm with a recording of the expert’s testimony at trial.\footnote{262} Here is a screenshot from the video:

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{screenshot.png}
\end{center}

\footnotetext[258]{For a discussion of risks associated with such factfinding, see infra Part III.C. Ultimately, based in large part on its detailed account of the facts, the Seventh Circuit reversed the grant of summary judgment to the defendants and allowed the already-certified class to proceed to trial. Vodak, 639 F.3d at 750.}

\footnotetext[259]{Uniloc I, 640 F. Supp. 2d 150, 169 (D.R.I. 2009), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, 632 F.3d 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2011).}

\footnotetext[260]{Id. at 155.}

\footnotetext[261]{Smith, Judicial Opinions, supra note 13, at 9.}

\footnotetext[262]{See id. (describing how he and his law clerk “‘married’ the animation and the digital audio recording of the testimony into a short movie (about twelve minutes long”).}

Using Adobe Flash, Smith embedded this video—with voiceover—into his written opinion, so that readers who access the opinion through PACER (but not through legal databases) can view the video within the opinion itself as a basis for understanding the court’s factual and legal conclusions. Because the video is not available in the official published reporter, nor is it viewable through legal databases, its usefulness to all but the Federal Circuit is debatable. Nevertheless, in the future, it may be possible for videos such as the one in *Uniloc I* to dramatically alter the tenor and structure of legal opinions.

C. Visual Rhetoric: Images as Icons

Courts and parties occasionally embed images into opinions for purposes that are tied more closely to rhetoric than substance. Such use of images gives opinions a lighter, more casual feeling—something akin to a blog post or a magazine article. At the same time, images that are used for rhetorical purposes often bring not only color, but also layers of extraneous and potentially troublesome cultural narratives, into judicial opinions. To take one popular but problematic recent example, Judge Posner embedded an image of singer Bob Marley into a 2012 opinion in a § 1983 suit by a prisoner whose dreadlocks were forcibly sheared.264

![Picture of Bob Marley](http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCOURTS-ca7-10-03256/pdf/USCOURTS-ca7-10-03256-0.pdf)

The alleged purpose of the image—which appears to have been copied off the Internet without attribution to the photographer, David Corio—was to demonstrate that “[d]readlocks can attain a formidable length

---

264. See Grayson v. Schuler, 666 F.3d 450, 452 (7th Cir. 2012) (embedding photograph of Bob Marley taken by David Corio).

and density,” which might reasonably prompt prison regulation. This may seem harmless enough (assuming, as does Judge Posner, that fair use protects his unauthorized use of the image). Yet the image brings new and extraneous narratives into the opinion and therefore the case. The plaintiff was neither a Rastafarian nor a celebrity. Unintentionally, perhaps, the image replaces the actual plaintiff with an icon; it replaces the pain of a prisoner with the freedom of a rock star; and it sends the quiet but disturbing message that black men with dreadlocks are, on some level, interchangeable. Despite the fact that the court ultimately denied summary judgment to the defendant officials, one can’t help thinking that Marley himself would have objected to this peculiar and unwarranted use of his likeness. More broadly, the naturalness of this and other images makes it less subject to criticism than judicial use of extraneous or rhetorical textual examples. Justice Blackmun’s “Poor Joshua!” plea was subject to criticism for its overtly emotional appeal, whereas the images of California prisoners in Brown v. Plata have not been subject to the same negative attention. As one commentator observed, the photos in Plata “introduce a human element to an otherwise almost clinical description of the prisoners’ plight.” Perhaps this is because—in contrast to the images in Sandifer I and Woolley, or the emotional language in DeShaney—the photos in Plata are reproduced in the appendix rather than interwoven into the text. They are only subtly referred to in the rather arid majority opinion, which “is replete with

266. Id.
268. See Jamal Greene, Pathetic Argument in Constitutional Law, 113 Colum. L. Rev. 1389, 1407 (2013) (“Overt appeal to emotion is as scandalous in judging as it is prevalent in trial advocacy treatises.”).
272. Marder, supra note 44, at 355.
273. See Plata, 131 S. Ct. at 1949 app. B.
statistics, examples, and expert testimony from the record.” 274 The majority opinion includes the images, yet almost seems to purposefully distance itself from any possible emotional taint that the images might bring. Unsurprisingly, the dissent ignores the images entirely. Yet despite their relegation to second-class status as a visual afterthought, the images remain the essence of the case; almost certainly they will remain in readers’ memories long after other details of the case have faded. 275

While the images in Plata inject pathos into the typically dry tone of judicial opinions, other courts might use images to invoke humor. Recently, for example, a district court in Texas denied a preliminary

274. Marder, supra note 44, at 352.
275. Id. at 355 (“The viewer is likely to remember the image of the tiny, wire cage long after he or she forgets how many prisoners were held in these cages or for how long they were held.”).
injunction to a bar challenging an ordinance regulating strip clubs.\textsuperscript{277} The opinion has achieved notoriety, partly based on its text, which is saturated with sexual innuendo and puns. “Plaintiffs clothe themselves in the First Amendment seeking to provide cover against another alleged naked grab of unconstitutional power,” the opinion summarizes.\textsuperscript{278} “Plaintiffs, and by extension their customers, seek an erection of a constitutional wall separating themselves from the regulatory power of city government.”\textsuperscript{279} Seemingly in that light tone, the opinion includes an embedded image of a 1960s striptease dancer named Miss Wiggles, to whom the opinion refers as “truly an exotic artist of physical self expression even into her eighties.”\textsuperscript{280}

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{image.png}
\end{center}

\textbf{IMAGE IN 35 BAR \& GRILLE\textsuperscript{281}}

Miss Wiggles, who had passed away, had no role in the case.\textsuperscript{282} Her image, together with the sexual puns in each sentence of the opinion, seems to have been used for comic purposes.\textsuperscript{283} But just as Miss Wiggles

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{277} 35 Bar & Grille, LLC v. City of San Antonio, 943 F. Supp. 2d 706, 712 (W.D. Tex. 2013).
\item \textsuperscript{278} Id. at 708–09.
\item \textsuperscript{279} Id. at 709.
\item \textsuperscript{280} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{281} Id. at 710, image available at http://www.txwd.uscourts.gov/Opinions/Cases/35BarAndGrille_v_CityOfSA.pdf.
\item \textsuperscript{283} See 35 Bar \& Grille, 943 F. Supp. 2d at 712–13 (“Should the parties choose to string this case out to trial on the merits, the Court encourages reasonable discovery
was a performer, here the district-court judge also seems to be performing, and the opinion is targeted more toward a popular reaction than toward respectful resolution of a dispute.

In addition to courts, lawyers have also used visual strategies to recast their legal arguments by invoking pop-culture narratives. For example, faced with a court-imposed limitation of five pages, a lawyer representing an amicus in an antitrust case filed a brief in the form of a “graphic novelette”.284

intercourse as they navigate the peaks and valleys of litigation, perhaps to reach a happy end\textsuperscript{2}.\textsuperscript{284}


The brief garnered significant attention for creatively melding legal-writing traditions with a distinctly nonlegal, pop-cultural visual grammar. Its highly visual style also reinforced the brief’s message: that the Department of Justice was inadequately knowledgeable about the true impact of e-books and the digital world on market conditions. Both the content and the structure of the amicus brief sought to get the court to reevaluate the case from a new perspective. Here, as in other early examples of visual argument, it seems that amici may feel more freedom to experiment with traditional legal forms given their quasi-outsider status to litigation.

D. The Future of Multimedia Written Argument

Most embedded visuals are images, charts, or graphics, which are now simple to “drop and drag” into a brief and easy to read in a variety of formats. But—as Judge Smith’s opinion in Uniloc I presages—images may only be the beginning of visual legal writing. As technological barriers continue to fall, litigants and judges may be able to create legal documents that use a variety of digital media and technology that currently exists on the web. In addition to digital images, other embedded technology in briefs of the future may include:

- Video footage taken from, e.g., cellphone cameras, security cameras, police dashboard cameras, videos of surgical procedures, or videos made explicitly for purposes of litigation;
- Audio excerpts from, e.g., a 911 call, a deposition, a wiretap recording, or a consumer-complaint call;
- GIFs—short for “graphics interchange format”—which allow for short, repeating animated clips;
- 360-degree panoramas that would allow a reader to “tour” the scene of an accident or “walk” the streets where police arrested political protestors;

---


287. See id. (calling submission of illustrated brief “so appropriate”).

288. For another excellent recent example of an amicus brief relying on visual argument, see Warhol Foundation Brief, supra note 284.

289. See supra notes 258–263 and accompanying text (discussing embedded video in judicial opinion).

Frames that link seamlessly to selected Google Maps, Facebook pages, or other external media;

- Demonstrative videos, complete with emotion-laden soundtracks;

- Document viewers, which allow readers to scan real versions of documents within or as a sidebar to a brief, or in an easily accessed new window;

- PowerPoint decks that allow a reader to peruse a slideshow of images, graphics, or other information within the context of a brief;

- Sparklines, which are very small charts or graphics that convey simple data embedded seamlessly within text;

- Navigational tabs that enhance readers’ flexibility when moving through a pleading or brief;

- Rollover/hover states, which display new information “over” the existing text or graphic when the cursor hovers over it. These might be used to allow readers to see excerpts from a deposition or other document when hovering over an image of the relevant evidence. A rollover might also allow a reader to access a menu through which she could skip to a different section of a brief.

As a hypothetical example based on a real incident, take the story of Peretz Partensky, described in his recent and highly visual article published at Medium, entitled Good Samaritan Backfire, or How I Ended Up in Solitary After Calling 911 for Help. Partensky claims that in late July 2013, he called 911 to obtain medical help for two people injured late one night in a bike accident. When the police arrived, they beat up his friend and ultimately arrested Partensky, put him—naked—into solitary confinement, and marked him for psychiatric evaluation. The below image shows the scene of the accident, with labels for key incidents.

---


292. See Tufte, Beautiful, supra note 18, at 47–63.


295. Id.

296. Id.
The article contains a host of other embedded images (of the injured cyclist, of the police trying to prevent bystanders from taking photos of the arrest, of a San Francisco hearing on police brutality against cyclists, and of the food he was offered in jail), a screenshot of a phone with embedded audio of his 911 call seeking help for the cyclists, and a three-dimensional map of the neighborhood. Partensky also obtained security-camera footage from a local restaurant. He filed a complaint with the city, but as of the writing of the article had heard nothing.

With only minor modifications, Partensky’s journalistic article could become a paradigmatic visual legal pleading or brief, rich with instantly accessible images, video footage, embedded replicas of x-rays, documents, and even audio. Similarly, a criminal complaint against alleged vandals might contain not only mug shots but also security-camera video footage showing the suspects entering the building wherein they are accused of destroying a historical artifact. In both instances, there

297. Id.
298. Id.
299. Id.
300. Id.
would be no theoretical difference between a rich multimedia brief and an identical brief containing only text: Faced with each, the role of the judge would be to evaluate legal arguments, considering facts and witness credibility only to the minimum extent necessary to determine whether a case merits full adjudication. As discussed in the next Part, however, such a change in form—which ultimately could challenge the linearity that is the essence of written legal argument—will inevitably affect substance. Beneath its colorful surface, multimedia advocacy poses genuine risks to the structure and content of legal decisionmaking.

III. PHOTOSHOPPING JUSTICE: RISKS OF VISUAL ADVOCACY

As scholars began predicting two decades ago, the formal, structural, and aesthetic norms of law are transforming in response to the digital revolution. Yet thus far there has been almost no consideration by courts or scholars of the impact of this new, nonverbal form of written advocacy. This Part examines the ramifications of visual persuasion in litigation documents and judicial opinions. The concept of an embedded image in a complaint or legal brief has a fun, innately harmless appeal to it. But beneath the screenshots and the celebrity photos, the comics and the T-shirts, images are more than colorful distractions for judges whose days are otherwise filled with text. We “read” images differently than we do text—more quickly, with a heightened (perhaps exaggerated) confidence in our understanding, and with more emotion. We also remember images better than we do text. These qualities present significant advantages to litigants and courts, as they both attempt to explain complex concepts in an economical, memorable manner. Yet there are significant risks to allowing images to seep into the legal vernacular. This Part briefly summarizes research among legal and other scholars on the impact of images on perception. Then it focuses on three primary dangers of welcoming images into the legal-writing toolbox: the lack of legal rules or traditions to mitigate the interpretive risks associated with images; the related potential for visual arguments to warp traditional allocations of decisionmaking power; and finally, the risk that image-

Columbia Law Review (showing video of defendants accused of destroying historic etched-glass door panel in Hawaiian palace).

302. See Lawrence M. Friedman, The Republic of Choice: Law, Authority, and Culture 51–60 (1990) (arguing electronic communication and modernizing technology contribute to transformations of legal culture and law); see also Katsh, Electronic Media, supra note 22, at 1–16 (providing historical perspective of new media and its impact on perception and functionality of law).


304. See infra note 311 and accompanying text (discussing “picture superiority effect”).
driven legal argument will vitiating the intellectual rigor and civility of legal discourse.

A. The Power and Peril of Multimedia Communication

Images are irrational, nonlinear, uncouth—un-legal. They are not yet an accepted element of mainstream written legal discourse. But as scholars have shown in analyses of visual presentations at trial, images are powerful tools of persuasion. Among other things, images are efficient at conveying information. “It takes a lot less time and mental effort to see a picture than to read a thousand words.” Much of this efficiency comes from the fact that we “read” images differently than we do text. Rather than parsing an image into its constituent parts, we approach it from a gestalt perspective, taking it all in at once. When an image is fragmentary or incomplete, we mentally complete it. And we do this literally at a glance—getting the “gist of a visual display in a single fixation lasting less than a third of a second.” Rapid visual cognition of images allows us to understand complex factual scenarios without wading through a ponderous textual explanation. Pictures seem to convey information effortlessly, intuitively: We go through a complex educational process to learn to read, whereas “we are all assumed to require no training in order to see and to consume the visual.” And we remember images better than we do text, a phenomenon known as the “picture superiority effect.”

Particular details about an image may enhance these effects. Adam Alter, a marketing professor at New York University, argues that color deeply, if subliminally, affects perception. For example, he claims, “[P]eople are far more likely to remember pictures of a place presented in color rather than in black and white . . . .” The color “drunk tank pink” gets its name from research finding that jails that painted their drunk tanks a bright pink color recorded noticeably fewer incidents of

305. See Feigenson & Spiesel, supra note 41, at 4 (noting of legal discipline, “it is often thought that thinking in words is the only kind of thinking there is”).
306. Sherwin et al., Law in the Digital Age, supra note 37, at 243.
308. Id.; see also Barry, supra note 303, at 8.
309. Feigenson & Spiesel, supra note 41, at 7.
violence or aggression among those held within.313 Google tested forty-one different colors of blue for its hyperlinks before it settled on the precise shade that garnered the most clicks,314 and in one study eighty-five percent of consumers cited color as a primary reason for buying a particular product.315 Symbols, too, “are magnets for meaning,” deeply embedded into our memories together with their emotional associations.316 In one experiment, students who were briefly exposed to the Apple logo—associated with innovation—performed significantly better on a subsequent creativity test than students who were exposed to the IBM logo.317

There are potential dangers to this quick-witted visual intelligence, however, particularly in the realm of written law, which lacks both formal and cultural rules for mitigating these dangers. Images “feel” real—as if they are transparent windows onto reality, rather than curated, edited, visual arguments. As a result, “we tend to read images using naïve theories of realism and representation”—that is, as if they don’t require interpretation at all.318 Naïve realism “is a fundamental part of our psychological makeup and hence a default mode of response to our mediated world.”319 Studies have shown that viewers have an exaggerated confidence in their understanding of images, particularly of those that appear real.320 Justice Ginsburg’s reaction to the image of the law clerk modeling the gear in Sandifer II is one such example. Her simple statement—“that looks like clothes to me”—indicates a perception of the image as a neutral depiction of facts.321 Even the mere presence of an image can influence a viewer’s receptivity to an argument. For example, studies show that when subjects read a fictional neuroscience article that contained serious logical errors, subjects whose articles were accompa-

313. See id. at 2–3 (“Drunk Tank Pink emerged as the unlikely solution to a host of difficult puzzles, from aggression and hyperactivity to anxiety and competitive strategy.”).

314. See Carr, supra note 144, at 151 (“Google relies on ‘cognitive psychology research’ to further its goal of ‘making people use their computers more efficiently.’” (quoting Helen Walters, Google’s Irene Au: On Design Challenges, Business Week (March 18, 2009), http://www.businessweek.com/innovate/content/mar2009/id20090318_788470).


316. See Alter, supra note 312, at 52–54 (using swastika to illustrate power of emotional association).

317. See id. at 56–57 (finding students exposed to Apple logo generated two more creative uses on average compared with students exposed to IBM logo).

318. Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words, supra note 17, at 689.

319. Feigenson & Spiesel, supra note 41, at 102.

320. See Sherwin et al., Law in the Digital Age, supra note 37, at 244 (“[C]ompared to words, visual communications tend to generate less counterargument and hence more confidence in the judgments they support.”).

321. Transcript of Oral Argument, supra note 9, at 5.
nied by a brain image rated the reasoning of the article significantly higher than subjects who were merely exposed to text.322

Compounding the effect of this blunted skepticism, images are much more immediately and tightly linked with emotion than is text.323 Scientists have shown that “[p]hotorealistic pictures tend to arouse cognitive and emotional responses similar to those aroused by the real thing.”324 In one experiment, mock jurors who were exposed to graphic photographs of a murder victim were almost twice as likely to find the defendant guilty as were jurors who were not exposed to the photographs.325 Inevitably, some such emotion-driven reactions are tainted by implicit biases—that is, unstated premises or stereotypes that we “would not endorse as appropriate” if we were aware of them.326 The saying is that “seeing is believing,” but our beliefs (whether conscious or not) also determine what we see. For example, as Malcolm Gladwell recounts, before the 1980s male musicians dominated top orchestras; the assumption was that women musicians were inferior. Yet once orchestras began holding blind auditions—where candidates played behind a screen—women were so successful that their presence in major orchestras quintupled.327

Finally, annotating images with text—as parties and courts routinely do—exacerbates the interpretive distortion of images.328 People asked to describe how fast cars were going when they “smashed” into each other in a film gave higher estimates than did people asked to guess how fast

322. See Teneille Brown & Emily Murphy, Through a Scanner Darkly: Functional Neuroimaging as Evidence of a Criminal Defendant’s Past Mental States, 62 Stan. L. Rev. 1119, 1201–02 (2010) (“These data lend support to the argument that brain images have unique persuasive power, causing viewers to overlook serious logical errors and, therefore, to make improper inferences.”).

323. See Haupt, supra note 49, at 847 (“The proximity of perception and emotion, a result of the anatomy of the human brain, makes visual images particularly powerful.”).

324. Sherwin et al., Law in the Digital Age, supra note 37, at 242.


326. Id.; see also Lucille A. Jewel, Through a Glass Darkly: Using Brain Science and Visual Rhetoric to Gain a Professional Perspective on Visual Advocacy, 19 S. Cal. Interdisc. L.J. 237, 239 (2010) (“The non-rational aspects of visual processing lead to perceptual decisions that can be based on rapid reactions of fear or implicit bias, reactions that do not register with conscious perception.”).

327. See Malcolm Gladwell, Blink 248–52 (2005) (“In the past thirty years, since [blind auditions] became commonplace, the number of women in the top U.S. orchestras has increased fivefold.”).

328. See Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words, supra note 17, at 690 (“Images coupled with argument are particularly persuasive, seeming to vouch for the truth of the argument even when they are open to interpretation or depict a phenomenon too complex for average viewers to comprehend.”).
the cars were going when they “collided.”\textsuperscript{329} This effect, in which a textual description of an image influences one’s perception of the image itself, is called “verbal overshadowing.”\textsuperscript{330} Thus, while images offer a wealth of creative and effective communication tools for lawyers, the very elements that make them persuasive pose dangers to the integrity of the decisionmaking process.

B. The Risk that Courts Lack Tools to Limit Images’ Potential for Cognitive Biases and Naïve Realism

The biggest risk of failing to take images seriously is that— in stark comparison with our rich tools for dealing with the inherent problems of text—law lacks tools and traditions for mitigating the risks of image-driven communication. By education and practice, lawyers and courts take language seriously. There are no corresponding traditions in law to guide the interpretation of images, no training that forces viewers to treat images as “entit[ies] with a complicated relationship to the real.”\textsuperscript{331} Because we don’t take images seriously, we have no grammar, no syntax, no canons of interpretation for the visual. We lack the ingrained, institutionalized skepticism that we bring to text.\textsuperscript{332} In the absence of such institutionalized skepticism, it is likely that lawyers and courts will fall prey to naïve realism—the tendency to believe that images are transparent conveyors of a single truth—and implicit biases.\textsuperscript{333}

The dangers of naïve realism and cognitive bias are heightened by the ever-increasing ease with which images can be altered or manipulated. Journalists famously confronted this in 1994, when \textit{TIME} magazine edited the mug shot of O.J. Simpson that appeared on its cover following his arrest for the murder of his ex-wife. As one commentator described it, “\textit{TIME} darkened the handout photo creating a five o’clock shadow and a more sinister look. They darkened the top of the photo and made the police lineup numbers smaller. They decided Simpson was guilty so they made him look guilty.”\textsuperscript{334} \textit{TIME}’s infamous visual manipulation was only revealed to the public because \textit{Newsweek} ran the unaltered mug shot on its cover the same week:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{329} See Sherwin et al., Law in the Digital Age, supra note 37, at 240 (using car-accident example to illustrate how “verbal information” can impact memories created by images).
  \item \textsuperscript{330} Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words, supra note 17, at 735 (noting effect of “accuracy of memory”).
  \item \textsuperscript{331} Id. at 702.
  \item \textsuperscript{332} See Katsh, Digital World, supra note 40, at 157 (“[W]e have no experiences, traditions, customs or norms to draw upon as we do with text . . . .”).
  \item \textsuperscript{333} See Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words, supra note 17, at 698–701 (discussing instances of courts readily interpreting what they see visually as representing objective fact).
  \item \textsuperscript{334} Long, supra note 35 (click on “Ethics” dropdown subtitle).
\end{itemize}
In a mea culpa editorial, TIME’s editor attempted to justify the concept behind the distorted image. “The harshness of the mug shot—the merciless bright light, the stubble on Simpson’s face, the cold specificity of the picture—had been subtly smoothed and shaped into an icon of tragedy.” But critics charged TIME with racism—“intentional or not.” As one journalist put it, the cover “manipulated opinion by presenting an image of the menacing, predatory black man, the kind of criminal many Americans fear the most. It prejudiced the jury in the court of public opinion.” In editing the image, TIME had not only changed the story; it had also become part of the story.

Just as the O.J. Simpson TIME cover became a flash point for journalism to analyze implicit bias and naïve realism, the Supreme Court’s 2007 decision in Scott v. Harris has come to serve as a symbol of the problems associated with “seeing is believing” by courts. In Scott, the Court relied on a police car dashboard video to overturn two lower-court decisions that had denied qualified immunity to a police officer

338. Id.
who purposefully rammed the plaintiff’s vehicle during a car chase.\textsuperscript{340} The court of appeals had refused to grant Officer Scott’s motion for summary judgment. Affirming the district court’s findings, the court of appeals held that the plaintiff, although fleeing the police, had generally used turn signals, slowed down in intersections, and had not threatened the safety of any pedestrians. A near-unanimous Supreme Court reversed, finding based on its view of the dashboard video that Scott had not violated the Fourth Amendment.

The Court’s view of the video in \textit{Scott} can be summarized in a single word that instantly conjures naïve realism: clear. The Court held that the video “quite \textit{clearly} contradicted the court of appeals’ and the plaintiffs’ factual narratives.\textsuperscript{341} The majority found it “quite \textit{clear} that Deputy Scott did not violate the Fourth Amendment,”\textsuperscript{342} “\textit{clear} from the videotape that [Harris] posed an actual and imminent threat” to pedestrians,\textsuperscript{343} and “\textit{equally clear} (though not certain) “that Scott’s actions posed a likelihood of serious injury” to Harris.\textsuperscript{344} To eight out of nine justices, the video was a transparent—\textit{clear}—window onto truth. Dan Kahan and his colleagues used empirical research to demonstrate that the facts of \textit{Scott} were not as clear as the Court believed them to be, because a statistically significant number of viewers of the video disagreed with the Court’s (non)interpretation of the video.\textsuperscript{345} Moreover, those viewers tended to come from subcommunities that are underrepresented among the justices and among courts more generally.\textsuperscript{346}

\textit{Scott} may be the symbol of naïve realism in law, but it is hardly alone. Rebecca Tushnet has convincingly shown that naïve realism infects copyright cases, because “excessive judicial self-confidence” results in decisions that assess artistic works according to unacknowledged and unsophisticated aesthetic judgments.\textsuperscript{347} Claudia Haupt has argued that the same lack of visual skepticism has damaged First Amendment doctrine in cases about religious symbols.\textsuperscript{348} And Feigenson and Spiesel have

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{340} Id. at 372 (reversing denial of qualified immunity for police officer who rammed plaintiff’s car, paralyzing plaintiff).
\item \textsuperscript{341} Id. at 378 (emphasis added).
\item \textsuperscript{342} Id. at 381 (emphasis added).
\item \textsuperscript{343} Id. at 384 (emphasis added).
\item \textsuperscript{344} Id. (emphasis added).
\item \textsuperscript{345} See Kahan, supra note 45, at 866 (showing twenty-six percent of viewers did not believe deadly force was necessary).
\item \textsuperscript{346} See id. at 841 (discussing members of various subcommunities disagreeing with Court’s decision).
\item \textsuperscript{347} See Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words, supra note 17, at 719–22 (providing examples of courts being misled by deceptive or inaccurate images in copyright cases).
\item \textsuperscript{348} See Haupt, supra note 49, at 822–23 (arguing courts viewing religious symbols as “passive” and regarding them with “lower intensity” is counter to reality and doctrinally misguided).
\end{itemize}
shown the influence of naïve realism on trial. Routine use of images in civil and criminal cases threatens to dramatically expand naïve realism’s reach, allowing visual credulity to creep into all stages of litigation in all sorts of cases.

As one example, take the lawsuit filed by young animation fan Jayme Gordon against DreamWorks, a major animation studio, alleging that DreamWorks had violated his copyright on several animation characters that became the famous characters in DreamWorks’ blockbuster *Kung-Fu Panda* series. In *Gordon v. DreamWorks Animation SKG, Inc.*, Gordon made every effort to exploit visual argument. First, he placed his allegedly original work side-by-side with the familiar characters of Dreamworks’s *Kung-Fu Panda* in the opening paragraphs of his complaint:

![Character Images in Gordon](https://example.com/character_images)

The side-by-side comparison forces the eye to downplay the distinctions between the two images and instead focus on a host of similarities, from the pointy ears of the red panda, to the pandas’ postures and facial expressions, to the striped waistbands of their pants. Building on the power of this initial comparison, the complaint uses twenty-three embedded images to recount a dramatic visual narrative of a corporate behemoth taking advantage of a naïve animation enthusiast. But the use of images in Gordon’s case was not limited to the copyright dispute. Gordon embedded multiple snapshots of himself—a young, white, eagerly

---

349. See generally Feigenson & Spiesel, supra note 41, at 35–36 (discussing strength of images in jury trials).


351. See Complaint at 1, *Gordon*, 935 F. Supp. 2d 306 (No. 1:11-cv-10255), 2011 WL 531849, at *1. Note that while the hard-copy complaint (available in PDF via Westlaw) displays the image, it is omitted from the Westlaw version.

352. See id. at 8 (showing photo of Gordon at animation promotional event); id. at 17 (showing photo of Gordon with former Disney CEO Michael Eisner).
smiling man—into the pleading, in order to create a visual narrative that directly supported the theme of his argument—that corporate behemoth DreamWorks callously exploited the plaintiff’s youthful enthusiasm:

PHOTO OF GORDON IN COMPLAINT

In the Patterson criminal complaint, described above, the embedded mug shot supported a prosecutor–police narrative of a recidivist African American criminal. In Gordon, the plaintiff used multiple photographs of himself for the opposite reason—to excite sympathy in his favor. In both cases, the legal drafters were (perhaps unknowingly) using photographic images to exploit potential unconscious bias or stereotyping based on race, gender, and age. Although such biases may be overcome after sustained examination of an individual’s case, images in pleadings may have an impact without such deep analysis.

In Gordon’s case, his highly visual strategy was initially effective. The district court denied DreamWorks’s motion for summary judgment despite significant red flags about Gordon’s credibility. Specifically, it was undisputed that after he had viewed the Kung Fu Panda trailer, Gordon had shredded all copies of his previously drawn artwork (the work on which his claim was based). The main evidence supporting his copyright claim was a newly created book of his animation that he alleged was a complete and accurate replica of his earlier drawings. The district court conceded that without the earlier materials, DreamWorks had “no meaningful way to impeach the legitimacy” of Gordon’s claims and

---

353. Id. at 17 (showing Gordon with Eisner at Disney’s “Pleasure Island” resort).
354. See supra notes 222–226 and accompanying text (discussing use of imagery in criminal information).
would “face tremendous prejudice.” But the court treated Gordon’s actions as the misguided result of youth, sanctioning Gordon rather than dismissing his case. Ultimately, however, DreamWorks used its own visual argument to successfully defend against the suit.

Journalists have devoted serious attention to the risks posed by images. The National Press Photographers’ Association’s Code of Ethics contains several provisions aimed at preventing incidents like *TIME*’s. It tells visual journalists to “[a]void stereotyping individuals and groups” and to “[r]ecognize and work to avoid presenting one’s own biases.” Another provision warns journalists: “Do not manipulate images . . . in any way that can mislead viewers or misrepresent subjects.” Yet the profession continues to grapple with the relationship between photo editing and truth telling. In January 2014, the Associated Press (AP) fired a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist for violation of its ethics code when the photographer used Photoshop to remove a colleague’s camera from his image of a Syrian rebel. AP’s Code of Ethics allows “[m]inor adjustments in Photoshop,” such as “cropping, dodging and burning, conversion into grayscale, and normal toning and color adjustments . . .

357. Id. at 315; see also id. at 314 (“Gordon acknowledged that he contacted his current attorneys in 2008, possibly even before filing the 2008 copyright registration.”).

358. Mimicking Gordon’s side-by-side comparison, the animation studio threatened to file a motion to dismiss on the basis that Gordon’s panda creations were in fact copies of Disney coloring-book characters from 1996 (the evidence of which was presumably destroyed in the shredding). Here is DreamWorks fighting fire with fire:

**DREAMWORKS COMPARISON OF ANIMATION IMAGES**


359. NPPA Code of Ethics, supra note 35.

360. Id.

minimally necessary for clear and accurate reproduction (analogous to the burning and dodging previously used in darkroom processing of images).”362 However, “[c]hanges in density, contrast, color and saturation levels that substantially alter the original scene are not acceptable.”363 AP does not even allow the removal of red-eye.364 Other professions have faced similar conundrums. For example, in July the science journal *Nature* retracted two articles about a much-heralded new way to create stem cells. Most of the grounds for the retraction were related to the article’s images, one of which had been digitally enhanced and several of which did not show what they purported to show.365

Trial lawyers and courts—forced to grapple with visual evidence—have also confronted the interpretive risks of images, albeit with mixed success.366 For example, the Washington Supreme Court found prosecutorial misconduct and granted a new trial to a criminal defendant when the prosecutor showed a slide show during closing argument that had copies of the defendant’s booking photo with captions such as “DO YOU BELIEVE HIM?” and “GUILTY.”367 But written law has not yet developed strategies for regulating multimedia advocacy.

1. Lack of Court Rules for Images. — Courts have a “bewildering panorama” of rules ensuring the readability and fairness of legal filings.368 For example, the Eleventh Circuit’s rules cover such seeming minutiae as paper type (unglazed); spacing (double-spaced text but single-spaced quotations and footnotes); and type size (fourteen-point

---


363. Id.

364. Id. (“The removal of ‘red eye’ from photographs is not permissible.”).


366. See, e.g., State v. Swinton, 847 A.2d 921, 951–52 (Conn. 2004) (holding inadmissible photographs modified by Adobe Photoshop to superimpose defendant’s teeth on top of victim’s bite marks). See generally Feigenson & Spiesel, supra note 41 (evaluating use of visual technologies in several trials, including those of Rodney King and Michael Skakel).

367. See In re Glassmann, 286 P.3d 673, 676 (Wash. 2012); see also id. at 679 (“Highly prejudicial images may sway a jury in ways that words cannot.”).

368. See Carl Tobias, Local Federal Civil Procedure for the Twenty-First Century, 77 Notre Dame L. Rev. 533, 533 (2002) (calling federal civil procedure “byzantine”); see also Fed. R. App. P. 32 advisory committee’s note (“The Advisory Committee believes that some standards [of font styles and sizes] are needed both to ensure that all litigants have an equal opportunity to present their materials and to ensure that the briefs are easily legible.”); Fed. R. Civ. P. 83 (authorizing district courts and individual judges to create their own rules).
The Seventh Circuit warns litigants sternly that failure to comply with margin and font rules may result not only in rejection of a brief but also sanctions. District courts have similarly detailed rules. Lawyers and judges are intimately familiar with the tight regulation of textual argument.

Like text, images in legal documents raise problems of readability and fairness, but current court rules consider neither. In fact, only one procedural rule—Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 32—appears to contemplate the use of images in a legal brief at all, and the relevant portion of that rule has not been subject to even a single recorded judicial interpretation. To take the most pressing example, existing rules (or lack thereof) place no clear limits on the extent to which a digital image may be edited—i.e., altered—before its inclusion in a legal document.

To be sure, there are certain outer limits already in place. At trial, any images would be subject to the Rules of Evidence, including Rule 403’s prohibition against evidence that is confusing, misleading, or wasteful. As of now, however, the Federal Rules of Evidence do not set forth specific admissibility requirements for digital photographs. Furthermore, while at trial the Federal Rules of Evidence might complicate the authentication of a digitally altered image—for example, by necessitating an expert on digital photography—such evidentiary rules are of little use.


372. See Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(1)(C) (“Photographs, illustrations, and tables may be reproduced by any method that results in a good copy of the original . . . .”).

373. Fed. R. Evid. 403 (“The court may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by a danger of one or more of the following: unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, misleading the jury, undue delay, wasting time, or needlessly presenting cumulative evidence.”).

in pleadings or summary judgment stages, where the question is the impact of an image on a judge, not a jury.\textsuperscript{375} The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure may also offer some protection: Under the 2006 amendments to Rule 26, “electronically stored information,” which could include metadata for digital images, is subject to discovery.\textsuperscript{376} But even if such protections would be robust at trial, or even at summary judgment, it is far from clear that Rule 26 could offer real protection to litigants from the influence on judges of seeing embedded images in the early—typically pre-evidentiary—stages of a case.

Parties may also seek to exclude images using a motion to strike “redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter.”\textsuperscript{377} But federal courts have been generally hostile to such motions, denying them “unless the challenged allegations have no possible relation or logical connection to the subject matter . . . and may cause some form of significant prejudice” to a party.\textsuperscript{378} A motion to strike is a blunt instrument unsuited to regulation of the subtle manipulation of images. Finally, the Model Rules of Professional Conduct might also prevent certain blatant falsehoods. Those Rules prohibit lawyers from “unlawfully alter[ing] . . . a document or other material having potential evidentiary value,”\textsuperscript{379} or from making a “false statement”\textsuperscript{380} or offering “evidence that the lawyer knows to be false.”\textsuperscript{381} For example, these rules might cover situations where one party edits video evidence in order to remove exculpatory footage.\textsuperscript{382}

But such protections may be of limited use in situations where images have been edited in some way short of substantial alteration. After all, lawyers routinely edit their writing for clarity, persuasiveness, and emotional impact. Within the legal profession, there is widespread consensus about what constitutes appropriate editorial advocacy—such as

---

\textsuperscript{375} See Fed. R. Evid. 403 (specifying court, rather than jury, “may exclude relevant evidence”); see also \textit{Lorraine}, 241 F.R.D. at 561–62 (describing authentication process for digital photographs as part of comprehensive opinion governing admissibility of digital evidence).

\textsuperscript{376} See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A) (listing required initial disclosures for discovery); Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(b)(1)(C) (permitting party to identify form in which electronically stored information should be produced); see also \textit{Lorraine}, 241 F.R.D. at 547–48 (explaining parties can request “native format,” which includes metadata for electronic document, under Rule 34).

\textsuperscript{377} Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(f).

\textsuperscript{378} 5\textsuperscript{th} Charles Alan Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1382, at 436–41 (3d ed. 2004).

\textsuperscript{379} Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct R. 3.4(a) (2003).

\textsuperscript{380} Id. R. 3.3(a)(1).

\textsuperscript{381} Id. R. 3.3(a)(3).

\textsuperscript{382} Cf. Feigenson & Spiesel, supra note 41, at 49–57 (describing criminal prosecution of Alexander Dunlop). By a stroke of luck, defense counsel discovered an unadulterated tape, and the charges were dropped. See id. at 54–55.
selecting the most powerful quote supporting one’s position—and what crosses an ethical line, such as misquoting or willfully ignoring relevant precedent.383 But beyond certain boundaries, lawyers and courts may lack similar consensus about where to draw the line between routine and mechanical touch-ups—such as removing red eye or curating to select the most effective among several images—and alterations that might have subtle persuasive value.

What about less substantive changes? For example, marketing scholars have shown that men and women have different color preferences that might influence their purchasing habits. Among women, purple is a favorite color; among men, purple is a least favorite color.384 If a litigant were planning to embed a photograph in her brief to a male judge, would it be improper for her to adjust the tone of color such that the photograph subject’s purple blouse appeared blue? Would it be more acceptable to apply a filter to the entire image so that it were black and white? Other studies have shown that, during an auction, a background color of red induces higher bids than does a background of blue, while, in a negotiation context, a background color of red induces lower offers than would blue.385 The color red consistently triggers higher levels of aggression than does blue. Based on such studies, could a litigant adjust the background of an image to add blue, in order to optimize the willingness of the opposing party to negotiate based on the brief? If a photograph showed a person in an unflattering light, would it be acceptable to cut and paste in a different image of the subject’s head? Or to zoom in on an image and crop it to exclude extraneous (or counterproductive) information? Should there be limits on the inclusion of gruesome images of an accident or crime in early documents? If yes, on what basis?

2. Law Lacks Interpretive Traditions for Images. — Analogously, layers of cultural tradition dictate how lawyers and courts approach ambiguous text, whether that text is in the language of a statute, a contract, or a judicial precedent. In the opening days of law school, most new members of our profession confront H.L.A. Hart’s statutory-interpretation chestnut


about the meaning of a rule that prohibits vehicles in the park. As Hart (and many law professors since) asked, “Plainly this forbids an automobile, but what about bicycles, roller skates, toy automobiles?” Professors coax Lon Fuller’s response to Hart out of students, prompting them to imagine situations where even an automobile would not be prohibited. (A fire truck or ambulance? A tree-pruning or utility truck?) This simple hypothetical provides a departure point for debates about positivism and legal realism, and about the tension “between the text of a rule and its purpose—between the letter of the law and its spirit.” More fundamentally, however, it is an induction into the epistemological limits of textual communication, an appreciation for which is a defining hallmark of what it means to be a lawyer.

This is not to suggest that the legal profession has reached consensus on Hart’s interpretive conundrum or on many others. The impact of interpretive traditions—from textualists’ insistence on plain language to the canons according to which contractual clauses or penal statutes will be strictly construed against the drafters—may be controversial, either in individual cases or among legal thinkers more broadly. But the fact remains that one of the essential facets of legal training is mastering, and questioning, the traditions of reading the law. By education and practice, lawyers and courts take language seriously. There are no corresponding traditions in law to guide the interpretation of images, no training that forces viewers to treat images as “entit[ies] with a complicated relationship to the real.” Because we don’t take images seriously, we have no grammar, no syntax, no canons of interpretation for the visual. By training and practice, we lack the ingrained, institutionalized skepticism that we bring to text.

C. The Risk that Images May Distort Decisionmaking Structures

The second risk of image-driven written advocacy—related to the first—is that routine use of images will erode established structures of legal decisionmaking, particularly including the allocation of power between judge and jury, and between appellate courts and trial courts. According to tradition, the court is the arbiter of law, and the factfinder

---


387. Hart, Positivism, supra note 386, at 607.


389. Id. at 1115 (citation omitted).

390. Tushnet, Worth a Thousand Words, supra note 17, at 702.
(paradigmatically a jury) makes factual determinations. On appeal, the
dynamic shifts and “the appellate court, through the articulation and
development of formal rules, is the ultimate arbiter of law”\textsuperscript{391}, the trial
court, which was closer to the actual dispute, now becomes the realm of
facts. A host of legal rules affirms these presumptive allocations of power.
For example, in order to preserve the authority of the jury, trial courts
are not supposed to evaluate the credibility of witnesses on summary
judgment. On appeal, a “plain error” standard of review limits appellate
courts’ ability to re-evaluate facts; similarly, appellate courts review
evidentiary and many other trial-court rulings only for abuse of
discretion.

Image-driven advocacy threatens to blur these categories. Indeed,
over twenty years ago Collins and Skover speculated that the rise of then-
new practices such as videotaping depositions would blur traditional lines
between decisionmakers:

The more dynamic electronic record will tend to subvert all of
the current rules and practices of appellate courts . . . . As the
appellate tribunal is exposed to paratexts, the appellate judge
may find it increasingly difficult to maintain distance from the
trial’s context and to resist becoming enmeshed in the re-
evaluation of factual findings and evidentiary rulings.\textsuperscript{392}

As it turned out, videotaped depositions and other courtroom
technology largely stayed in the courtroom. Perhaps because they were
still rather cumbersome to view—or because they remained largely
centered on trial-stage evidence—Collins and Skover’s paratexts did not
radically undermine traditional categories of decisionmaking power as
they foretold. But as \textit{Scott} makes clear, Collins and Skover’s concerns are
newly relevant in the new digital-media era.

In \textit{Scott}, the Court relied on the video in order to overturn the court
of appeals as well as the trial court, finding their factual summaries
“blatantly contradicted by the record.”\textsuperscript{393} Second—and perhaps more
disturbingly—the Court found that the presence of the video eviscerated
the bedrock rule that a court on summary judgment should view all facts
in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party (which here was the
accident victim and plaintiff, Harris). Instead, the Court held, the court
of appeals “should have viewed the facts in the light depicted by the
videotape.”\textsuperscript{394}

Regardless of the outcome in \textit{Scott}, the impulse expressed by the
Court—that photo evidence should trump legal presumptions—indicates
a real danger that multimedia advocacy will erode traditional decision-

\textsuperscript{391}. Collins & Skover, supra note 11, at 547.
\textsuperscript{392}. Id. at 548.
\textsuperscript{394}. Id. at 380–81.
making structures. Already scholars have criticized the tendency of courts to use doctrinal concepts such as foreseeability, as well as procedural hurdles such as summary judgment, to reduce the purview of the jury. As multimedia advocacy becomes richer and more realistic, that possibility becomes a probability. Even before a case first lands on a judge’s desk, the availability of multimedia advocacy may influence the legal process. Faced with a choice of clients, a lawyer might lean heavily toward those who have solid visual evidence to support their claims, in order to maximize the possibility of surviving dispositive motions and of obtaining a quick and favorable settlement. If multimedia argument becomes the norm, parties and lawyers who lack visual evidence, or the technological know-how to seamlessly integrate that evidence, may be at a sizeable disadvantage.

Finally, there are dangers—or at least potential dangers—from courts injecting self-created images or cutting and pasting images from the Internet into their judicial opinions. Scholars have expressed concerns about the increasing practice of judges looking beyond a case’s record and conducting internet research to inform their decisions. Such independent judicial factfinding might be particularly problematic when it takes visual form. Unlike visuals submitted to courts on appeal, these visuals have not been tested by the adversarial process. Yet precisely because images are memorable and intuitive, such images may play an outsized role in a case, both on direct appeal and in later use of the case as precedent. Already the presence of images in an opinion might disrupt long-settled practice for citing and relying on precedent; that disruption will be magnified if the images are artificial visual constructs of judges.

D. The Risk of Sound-Bite Advocacy

The final risk of welcoming images into the legal lexicon—the risk that multimedia advocacy will vitiate the quality of legal discourse—is more subtle, but perhaps more pernicious and less susceptible to regulation. Cultural critics have long recognized the impact of new media on public discourse. Echoing Marshall McLuhan’s declaration that “the
medium is the message.” 398 Neil Postman explained that “a major new medium changes the structure of discourse; it does so by encouraging certain uses of the intellect, by favoring certain definitions of intelligence and wisdom, and by demanding a certain kind of content—in a phrase, by creating new forms of truth-telling.” 399 The process of learning to read, for example, dramatically expanded the variety of human thought and expression, but at the price of a “considerable detachment from the feelings or emotional involvement that a nonliterate man or society would experience.” 400 The same dichotomy—of broadening horizons while deepening detachment—has characterized more recent advances in communication technology. “The price we pay to assume technology’s power,” Carr says, “is alienation.” 401

Legal discourse has a complicated relationship to this detachment. On the one hand, as Postman and others have observed, truth telling in the law is fundamentally premised on the authenticity, rigor, and alleged detachment of the printed word. 402 Legal reasoning is also, at least in theory, based on linear, deep analysis. On the other hand, within the profession there has been persistent, persuasive criticism of this abstract, formalist legal model. Legal realists have criticized formalism for being a sham—that is, for “smuggling policy choices into the premises for logical reasoning without analysis or even acknowledgment.” 403 Critical legal scholars, in turn, have argued that law is—and should be recognized as—subjective, relational, and contingent. These are familiar and important, if unresolvable, tensions in our conception of the purpose and process of legal decisionmaking. 404 But the digital vernacular of the new visual media arguably undermines the values on both sides of the divide. Modern visual communication raises the level of detachment to the point of cynicism, and it replaces deep reading with fragmented and often frenetic

399. Postman, supra note 77, at 27.
400. Carr, supra note 144, at 56–57 (citation omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
401. Id. at 211.
402. See Postman, supra note 77, at 20 (“In our culture, lawyers do not have to be wise; they have to be well briefed.”); see also, e.g., Chad M. Oldfather, Writing, Cognition, and the Nature of the Judicial Function, 96 Geo. L.J. 1283, 1285 (2008) (noting recognition of “reasoned analysis” as “core feature of legitimate judging”).
403. See Richard Posner, Jurisprudential Responses to Legal Realism, 73 Cornell L. Rev. 326, 326–27 (1988); see also id. at 326 (“Formalism can mean anything from casuistry to fidelity to law; realism anything from left-wing ideology to pragmatic, intelligent and epistemologically mature engagement with the legal system.”).
404. See generally Laura Kalman, Legal Realism at Yale: 1927–1960 (1986) (arguing by 1960s, legal realism had become orthodoxy and thus was subject to many of same problems for which realists had criticized formalists).
surfing. To the extent that law adopts these communication tools, there is a real danger that legal writing—and perhaps more importantly, legal reading—will enter what Nicholas Carr calls “the shallows,” “chipping away at [our] capacity for concentration and contemplation.”

Fragmentation and superficiality may also result in substantive shortcuts that raise normative concerns. As legal scholars have observed, people tend to analyze legal disputes in light of background cultural narratives—“scripts, schemata, and stereotypes.” Leonard Mlodinow explains that categorization is an inherent human trait, necessary for survival. “The challenge,” he says, “is not how to stop categorizing but how to become aware of when we do it in ways that prevent us from being able to see individual people for who they really are.”

“Each of us,” Richard Sherwin says, “is well equipped to deny complexity, particularly when it threatens to destabilize what we want or need to believe about ourselves, others, and the world around us.” Oversimple cultural narratives are the lifeblood of ubiquitous communication tools like Facebook and Twitter. Social networking privileges quick insight and witty banter over considered analysis; it seeks reactions that can be captured in one click of a digital thumb. In mass media, the result is widespread prevalence of certain visual tropes—tropes that evoke schadenfreude, empathy, pathos, or outrage in a single glance, frequently by tacitly referencing clichés or stereotypes. Lawyers and judges who employ images may resort to such tropes, thereby arguing in a language that appeals to emotion over intellect, that privileges a cheap laugh over a serious discussion, and that focuses on the present rather than the future. To the extent that these digital cultural preferences permeate legal discourse, the result may be a troubling—if difficult to pinpoint—decline in the quality and nature of written legal analysis.

405. See Carr, supra note 144, at 90–91 (describing how online page navigation, hyperlinks, and search function “lead to the fragmentation of online works”); see also Farhad Manjoo, You Won’t Finish This Article: Why People Online Don’t Read to the End, Slate (June 6, 2013, 7:03 PM), http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2013/06/how_people_read_online_why_you_won_t_finish_this_article.html (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (analyzing empirical research finding most people quit reading before scrolling through even half of news article—even if they then share article on social-networking sites). In an effort to induce people to read an entire piece, Slate’s articles now indicate how many minutes they take to read. See Alexander Abad-Santos, Do We Really Need to Know How Long It Takes to Read Your Article?, Wire (Nov. 1, 2013, 3:36 PM), http://www.thewire.com/entertainment/2013/11/do-we-really-need-know-how-long-it-takes-read-your-article/71184/ (noting “1m to read” tag “screams ‘this is short’ and ‘click on this’”).


There are signs that this is happening already. For example, in 2010 a company controlled by Ross Perot Jr. brought a lawsuit against Mark Cuban, the controlling owner of the NBA team the Dallas Mavericks.\footnote{410} Perot, a five-percent owner of the Mavericks, alleged that Cuban had brought the Mavericks to the brink of insolvency by mishandling the finances and management of the team.\footnote{411} In 2011, the Mavericks won the NBA championship.\footnote{412} Shortly thereafter, counsel for Cuban moved for summary judgment. The summary judgment brief, which was under four pages long, cited no cases and contained nothing that a lawyer would characterize as a legal argument. Between the caption and introduction and the signature block, the brief was primarily composed of a single embedded image of the victorious Mavericks celebrating their championship:

\begin{center}
\textbf{NBA VICTORY CELEBRATION PHOTO IN \textit{HILLWOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTIES III}}\footnote{413}
\end{center}


\footnote{411} See id. ("Hillwood claims that Cuban has been ‘careless and reckless’ in his decision-making, allegedly causing Hillwood to ‘lose substantial investment value.’").

\footnote{412} See id. at 2 (discussing Mavericks NBA championship).

\footnote{413} Id., image available at http://pdfserver.amlaw.com/tx/mavericks.pdf.
A few months later, Cuban followed that visual motion with a traditional, textual motion for summary judgment. One month after that, the district court granted Cuban’s motion for summary judgment in a one-page disposition that ordered Perot to pay costs.

Legal and mainstream commentators were united in lauding the visual brief’s creativity. Legal journal the Green Bag nominated the brief to its annual list of exemplary legal writing. But commentators’ analyses underscored the nonlegal nature of the narrative. The brief was described enthusiastically as “trash-talking,” “somewhat snarky,” and “the ultimate ‘fuck you’ legal brief.” Some reactions used basketball metaphors, calling the brief a “slam-dunk” or “the greatest legal scoreboard ever.” What made Cuban’s brief effective was that it was, at its essence, nonlegal: It bypassed all of the humdrum rigmarole of traditional legal analysis, with its burdensome case citations and exhaustive reference to allegedly disputed or undisputed facts in the record. Instead the brief set forth a tweetable, emotionally appealing syllogism:

**Major premise** [unstated]: Championship sports teams are always financially stable and are never mismanaged.

---


420. Masnick, supra note 418 (subtitle blog post “from the slam-dunk dept.”).

Minor premise [in photo]: The Dallas Mavericks are NBA champions.

Conclusion: The Dallas Mavericks are financially stable and not mismanaged.

This intuitive, simple argument is worthy of a “like” on Facebook. But the fact that it is appealing does not mean that it is correct. Cuban’s summary-judgment brief does not even attempt to provide data or factual analysis substantiating the unstated major premise that a championship team could not be financially mismanaged. Such analysis would require linear, traditional legal argument. Instead, the brief’s visual argument invites the court to shoot from the hip—or, as psychologist Daniel Kahneman might phrase it, to use “fast” thinking rather than resort to the linear methods that characterize “slow” thinking and traditional legal analysis.

Because the defendants ultimately filed a traditional brief following their creative brief—straddling the line between old and new forms of legal argument—it is unclear to what extent the championship photo influenced the outcome. Yet it seems more than possible that the trial court accepted the brief’s seductive invitation to circumvent legal analysis: The court granted Cuban’s motion for summary judgment in a one-page order that contained no case citations, no analysis, and no reference to the record. This was a victory for the Mavericks, and for Mark Cuban and his lawyers. But it is far less certain that this case represents a victory for the thorough—though admittedly sometimes dull—linear analysis that is the hallmark of traditional legal reasoning.

In a similar vein, Judge Posner garnered attention as well as criticism for an opinion in which he used pictures to drive home his metaphorical comparison of a lawyer who ignored circuit precedent to an ostrich burying its head in the sand. “The ostrich is a noble animal,” the opinion states, “but not a proper model for an appellate advocate.” The textual metaphor is followed by not one but two images placed one over the other. The first is of an ostrich with its head in the sand; the second is of a suited man in an identical pose:

422. See Mavericks Summary Judgment Brief, supra note 410.

423. See Daniel Kahneman, Thinking, Fast and Slow 44–46 (2013) (describing how otherwise-intelligent persons often fail “minitest[s] of reasoning skills even where same subjects could “solve much more difficult problems when . . . not tempted to accept a superficially plausible answer that comes readily to mind”).
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Although the opinion is only five pages long, its message is loud and clear. Its triple overkill—two images and a textual metaphor—effectively conveys the court’s disdain for willfully ignorant lawyers. But with its stock photos—seemingly copied off the Internet—and its dripping sarcasm, the opinion has the tenor of a blog post rather than an official court pronouncement. Several commentators characterized the opinion as disrespectful, and the Houston lawyer who was the target of the attack stated, “I think it takes some dignity away from the court.”

Beyond questions of tone—of propriety, collegiality, and sophistication—increased use of visual argument threatens to change the process by which judges and lawyers access information in legal documents. Sidebars, infographics, rollover states, and embedded video in briefs could draw the eye and the mind away from the nuanced and substantiated legal arguments that have characterized legal writing until now. Where an image will do, perhaps readers will have less incentive to pore over detailed text. There is a real risk that visual advocacy will create more gloss but less substance in legal discourse.

426. Id. at 935.
IV. TOWARD FAIR MULTIMEDIA ADVOCACY

Given the above risks of multimedia written advocacy, it might seem reasonable to take a strong stance against the use of embedded images or other media in legal documents. The traditional typographic system is ingrained in legal education and culture, and while it may not be perfect, it is comfortable and functional. One commentator has taken this position, at least as it relates to Supreme Court opinions. Writing in 1997, Hampton Dellinger argued that the Supreme Court has made poor use of attached visuals—including maps, photographs, and replicas of documents. According to Dellinger, the various images attached to the Court’s opinions over the years offer little substantive support for the textual analysis. To the contrary, he argues, in some cases the images are deceptive, while in others they act merely as distractions. Dellinger says of the Supreme Court Justices, “If their point of view cannot be expressed with words alone, it is likely a sign that they should change it.”

In a contemporaneous digital analog to Dellinger’s antivisual stance, Allison Orr Larsen has argued that courts should consider banning the practice of judges seeking information for cases on the Internet or through other extra-record research that has not been tested in the adversarial process. According to Larsen, the Court should either ban judicial factfinding entirely—“shut it down”—or take the opposite stance and “open it up” by candidly admitting that when it comes to independent research, anything goes. “[E]ither course,” she argues, “is superior to the outdated procedural void that currently exists.”

Multimedia written advocacy also suffers from a procedural void. But the all-or-nothing approaches proffered by Dellinger and Larsen are unsatisfying responses to the rise of multimedia argument. Banning visual advocacy seems willfully anachronistic (perhaps even ostrich-like) in the face of ever-increasing digital tools for making and embedding images, video, and other media into text. We are slowly exiting the typographic era. Images are powerful tools of proof and persuasion, and they are increasingly fundamental elements of American vernacular. At the same time, unrestrained use of images in legal documents raises the real dangers described above. Therefore, this Article argues, courts and scholars should eschew the extremes and take a messy middle ground by
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developing rules and interpretive traditions that will foster consistent and skeptical treatment of visual argument, similar to our current traditions that govern text. This Part offers initial suggestions toward the development of such institutionalized skepticism.

A. Courts Should Develop Rules Governing Multimedia Argument

Procedural rules seek to ensure that legal documents are readable and that litigants are treated equitably before a court. As parties increasingly rely on snapshots, maps, and other digital images in their legal documents, courts should include this form of legal argument within their regulatory umbrella. Courts may do this in several ways.

First, existing rules could be interpreted to apply to embedded images. For example, courts might construe Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(f), which allows motions to strike “redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous” material from a pleading, to apply to attempts by parties to embed graphic or highly gruesome images of a murder or accident scene into a complaint.434 Similarly, courts might analyze images in legal documents within the established framework of Federal Rule of Evidence 403 or its state analogues, barring images that are more prejudicial than they are probative, with sensitivity given to the context in which they are used.435 Yet these rules are blunt instruments for routine regulation of images in legal documents. Rule 12(f) has been used sparingly, and the rules of evidence are geared toward trial rather than toward early stages such as pleading. In addition, both Rule 12(f) and Rule 403 generally depend on one party moving to exclude material proffered by another—a cumbersome addition to the pleading or pretrial briefing process.

Instead, courts may wish to develop multimedia-specific rules that put parties on advance notice of limits on embedding visuals into legal documents. To give a simple example, courts may take inspiration from the ethics rules governing photojournalists and prohibit parties from embedding into legal documents images that have been modified or edited.436 Courts that are willing to tolerate certain modifications to photographic images, such as cropping or color adjustment, should specify as much. Courts should also consider whether and under what circumstances parties may stage photographs for use in legal argument, similar to what Judge Posner did in *Sandifer I*.

Relatedly, courts should consider requiring parties to state the source of any embedded image, the time and date the image was created,

435. See Fed. R. Evid. 403 (“The court may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by a danger of . . . unfair prejudice . . . .”).
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and any modification of the image by the party relying on it. Such a rule would serve two simultaneous purposes. First, it would minimize the risk associated with subtle but potentially prejudicial manipulation of images, such as that exemplified by TIME’s editing of O.J. Simpson’s mug shot. Second—and equally important—the requirement that parties identify the source of an image may act as a subtle but distinct reminder to courts that images advocate a viewpoint and are not mere neutral depictions of reality. Identifying information would “frame” images, revealing them as an artificial construct and “cu[ing] the reader that they are artifacts to be interpreted.” This frame may reduce the pernicious but seductive effect of naïve realism, particularly but not only for photographic images.

Courts may also wish to promulgate rules that exclude certain categories of visual evidence as being more prejudicial than probative at the pleading and summary judgment stages. For example, it may be reasonable to exclude gruesome personal-injury or crime-scene photos, or personal snapshots like those in Gordon v. DreamWorks Animation SKG, Inc. This is not to argue that gruesome images are unpersuasive. To the contrary, in the words of several prominent historians, “[G]ruesome photographs have played a key role in influencing the great debates of the time . . . .” Yet gruesome images do not add greatly to allegations of liability and raise the possibility of infecting the decisionmaking process with unnecessary and perhaps unconscious emotional bias.

B. Courts Should Develop Canons of Visual Interpretation

In addition to formal rules ensuring that images are readable and fair, courts should develop interpretive traditions for multimedia legal discourse. Canons of statutory interpretation provide a common, “off-the-rack” framework for giving meaning to ambiguous language. Analogously, canons of visual interpretation might provide agreed-upon departure points for analyzing the meaning of images in legal discourse—“shared conventions for understanding [images] in context.” Statutory canons also serve as explicit (if contested) recognition of the limits of courts’ institutional competence in particular settings. In this context, too, visual canons will serve that purpose: They will provide an institutionalized reminder to courts of the risks inherent in visual advo-
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cacy and will provide a framework in which courts can openly acknowledge such risks. In their critique of *Scott v. Harris*, Kahan and colleagues argue that judges should “pause to consider whether what strikes them as an ‘obvious’ matter of fact might in fact be viewed otherwise by a discrete and identifiable subcommunity.”

Courts use canons precisely to institutionalize such pauses—to nudge lawyers and courts into moments of heightened awareness about the limits of textual communication. Analogous canons may heighten institutional awareness about the limits of visual communication.

The first proposed canon of visual interpretation is the “nonplain-meaning rule.” The traditional plain-meaning canon of statutory interpretation instructs courts to “follow the plain meaning of a text, except when doing so would require an absurd result.” This plain meaning rule comes as close as possible to representing the current prevailing interpretive method for images in law, which is succinctly summarized by Justice Stewart’s famous aphorism: “I know it when I see it.” Modern textualism acknowledges another layer to the plain meaning rule, by requiring that interpreters seek to determine the assumptions—perhaps unstated—“shared by the speakers and the intended audience” of a communication when finding its plain meaning. But in the realm of the visual, where interpretation can seem largely or wholly organic, it is tempting to return to an unadorned, relatively naïve view of visual plain meaning—a view that does not acknowledge the unspoken arguments or narratives an image tells. The first canon of visual interpretation is thus simple but counterintuitive: Images lack plain meaning, and therefore courts should be explicit about the background source of any meaning with which they endow an image.

This Article’s second proposed canon of visual interpretation addresses the interrelationship between multimedia advocacy and traditional decisionmaking structures. The second canon holds that the presence of visual media should not alter the standard of review or burdens of proof on a party. This is a simple rule, but again, it is a nudge toward complex interpretation of visuals. In the absence of such a canon, courts may believe that visual evidence obviates traditional structures. For example, the traditional rule is that when a court considers a motion for summary judgment, facts and reasonable inferences should be viewed in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. In *Scott v. Harris*, the

---
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Court found that the availability of the police dashboard video nullified the rule. Finding the plaintiff’s version of the facts to be “utterly discredited by the record,” the Court held that the court of appeals “should have viewed the facts in the light depicted by the videotape.”\footnote{Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 380–81 (2007).} While application of this proposed interpretive canon would likely not have altered the result in \textit{Scott}, it would have required the Court to attempt to articulate a view of the video in the light most favorable to the fleeing driver. Similarly, in other cases, an explicit emphasis on the fact that an image does not erode legal standards might limit the likelihood that trial courts will invade the jury’s terrain and the parallel likelihood that an appellate court might be tempted not to defer to a trial court’s factual findings.

\textbf{C. Courts and Other Parties Should Consider Their Own Use of Images}

While traditional court rules and canons might—rather simply—ameliorate risks of multimedia advocacy among litigants, there are few hard limits on the use of images by others, including by courts, legal databases, and scholarly journals. But these other institutions should also respond to the increasing use of images to disseminate the law.

As an initial matter, notwithstanding Judge Posner’s colorful example of a more vibrant judicial discourse, there are good reasons for courts to exercise restraint in their use of images in judicial opinions. Courts, like litigants, should specify the origin of any image embedded into an opinion and explicitly state any modification made to an image. In that way, the parties to a case—as well as later litigants relying on precedent—would have a more complete understanding of the role that an image plays in a decision. For example, they would know whether the image came from the record, and, if it did, by which party it was introduced. They would also have an accurate sense of the court’s involvement in the creation or editing of an image. Such a disclosure requirement might provide a healthy disincentive to judges to creating their own visual evidence, as Judge Posner did in \textit{Sandifer I}. Such transparency may also assist appellate courts to review any staged visual argument with heightened skepticism.

Although there might be rare instances where it would be appropriate for a court to reach beyond the record to locate an image for a judicial opinion, judges should think carefully before embedding into opinions images that are only tangentially related to the subject matter of the case—particularly images that are not part of the record and that reflect pop-culture sensibilities as much as, or more than, legal principles. As isolated curiosities, judicial opinions containing images of Miss
Wiggles or Bob Marley might be only mildly offensive. But such practices should not become the norm. There is, and should be, a line between respectful legal analysis and the cynical wit or celebrity fawning of a blog post. As it becomes ever easier to drop and drag an image into a legal document, judges—like litigants—should be wary of using images in opinions to garner publicity or merely a cheap laugh.

In addition to courts and litigants, legal scholars should also continue to expand their use of and access to visual argument both in their writing and in their teaching. Currently, except for empirical charts and occasional graphics, legal scholarship rarely harnesses the power of images to explain and to persuade. Already there are some significant exceptions to this logocentrism. Judith Resnik and Dennis Curtis’s canonical book *Representing Justice* analyzes the iconography of justice through the lens of courtroom and other public art and architecture.448 Rebecca Tushnet’s scholarship on copyright and the First Amendment makes powerful use of images.449 And Scott Dodson and Colin Starger recently published a scholarly article on federal civil pleading in video form.450 But these exceptions are notable for their rarity. Even online journals tend, beneath a colorful banner, to be composed of lengthy articles containing almost entirely text. Indeed, within law schools generally, images play a miniscule role. Typically, the law curriculum focuses on textual analysis to the exclusion of any attention to visual literacy. It is even unusual for law-school instructors to capture the power of images in order to communicate legal concepts in the classroom.451 From first-year classes until graduation, law school is a black-and-white, print-based affair with the (literally glaring) exception of law-school marketing departments. But many of the interpretive problems associated with images in
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judicial documents are less pressing in the context of scholarship, teaching, and textbooks, where knowledge rather than persuasion is the dominant goal, and there is less risk that visual manipulation will cause individual harms. As Charles Warren’s use of a “photostat copy” of the Judiciary Act almost ninety years ago demonstrates, images can bring arguments to life in a way that unadorned text cannot. As Charles Warren’s use of a “photostat copy” of the Judiciary Act almost ninety years ago demonstrates, images can bring arguments to life in a way that unadorned text cannot.452 The Green Bag—which is the amicus brief of law journals, influential and yet an outsider in some respects—is a laudable exception to traditional typographic legal scholarship.453

Finally, legal databases should follow the lead of HeinOnline and newcomers such as Fastcase and begin to embrace the profound communicative power of images in written law. As a starting point, databases should include images wherever they appear in legal documents, from briefs and articles to judicial opinions; they should also work toward supporting image searches.454 Because images are meaningful elements of legal documents—whether briefs, opinions, or scholarship—replications of such documents that omit images damage the usefulness and integrity of the text. In order to work with images, lawyers and courts must be able to see them; sophisticated analysis of blank space is not possible.

CONCLUSION

Other professions, from journalism to science, have embraced image-saturated communication. Outside of trial, however, law has largely turned inward in the face of the digital age, refining and reifying its typographic, formalist templates. Lawyers have harnessed new technology to cite more sources, draft longer documents, conduct more discovery, and pay ever-more-detailed attention to precedent. None of these practices has harnessed the power of visual persuasion. To the contrary, whether in legal education, legal documents, or legal databases, law frequently deletes what few images do appear, treating them as irrelevant or as low-culture fodder for the (usually hypothetical) jury. Only now are image-saturated media challenging the hegemony of the written word in law. Images are seeping—unacknowledged and unregulated—into legal documents in a dizzying array of cases and courts. No longer confined to appendices, images are taking center stage in legal argument and legal
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decisions, reinforcing textual arguments, and conveying implicit messages that support litigation narratives.

Preoccupied with the impact of technology on trial, scholars and courts have barely glanced at the phenomenon of multimedia advocacy in writing. Yet multimedia advocacy has been a staple element of trial practice for over a century. Thus far, the predictions that technology such as videotaped depositions or immersive technology would revolutionize trial practice have been overblown. Trial courts have stable, if imperfect, tools for regulating visual media presented to a jury. Moreover, only a tiny fraction of cases ever reach trial. In contrast, image-saturated argument made to a judge, not a jury, is a huge change. Beneath the pandas and the ostriches, the maps and the mug shots, multimedia argument represents an analytical shift toward a more persuasive, more colorful, but potentially more problematic style of written advocacy. It may challenge the role of the trial judge, the appellate judge, and the very notion of the distinction between factfinding and legal analysis. And it threatens to alter—perhaps cheapen—the legal vernacular.

As of now, written law is unprepared for this change. In comparison with the finely calibrated tools and rich traditions with which we interpret and argue about language, our profession has no comparable sophistication in the realm of the visual. Nevertheless, this Article argues, it is time for legal discourse to cautiously embrace the powerful—and inevitable—influence of visual media. Rather than ignoring the visual, we should regulate it, through formal and rhetorical techniques analogous to those we have long ago developed for text. Image-driven advocacy will only increase over time. The question is how to create traditions that will allow the law to harness its visual power without sacrificing the virtues of our more staid traditional discourse.